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BULLS AND BEARS FIGHTING BATTLE OF
MILLIONS ON NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

STOCK MARKET
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Honest Sentiment Arises to Overwhelm
Discredited Labor For Individual
Greed and Graft.

Nothing Like It Ever Known
In History of Wall Street

Speculation

ONLY DISGRUNTLED

York. March 1. The stock
In a turmoil of excite
ment again today, and after making
wean
momentary
a
stand against
ness. broke again quite generally. In
dividual stocks were unloaded at
rapid declines. Indicating a continuliquidation.
The
ance of forced
Union Pacific made a downward
plungs of 3 Va below yesterday's
Copper fell
Amalgamated
close.
weekly 3 94, and other stocks were
swept to a lower level.
Violent Slump at Noon.
Supporting measures became effective during the course of the first
hour and some sharp recoveries fol
lowed.
The steadiness which fol UPPER OHIO IS HIGHEST
lowed the first break lasted until well
The market sud
after 12 o'clock.
denly collapsed about the middle of
following
hour,
a sudden
noon
the
IN SEVENTY-FIV- E
slump on Union Pacific, which carried
It down 714 to 138.
Wholesale unloading of Amalgamated Copper and
Smelter followed, the former dropYEARS
ping 1
Other
and the latter
Great
stocks also sold off heavily.
disorder and excitement attended the
renewed slump, and enormous blocks
were thrown for what they would
bring. There were few bids under- Immense Loss Already Suflying the market and as a consefered at Pittsburg In
quence a series of wide drops occurred.
Call money loaned at 15
Property and Work,
per cent early in the day, thus indi
cating continued preparation for large
dividends and subscription payments
tomorrow.
violent slump oc- ZANESVILLE. OHIO.
An extremely
Union Pacurred Just before 1:30.
SUFFERS LIFE LOSS
cific sold at 131 Vi. Atchison at 8314,
Southern Pacific at 77
and Amal
gamated at 90.
Pittsburg, March 14. Pittsburg Is
in the throes of one of Its greatest
Gels Worso Rather Than I loiter.
Chicago, March 14. A dispatch to floods. The record of ten years has
already been passed and the river Is
the Tribune from New York, says:
Beyond the slightest doubt Inner still rising. If the rise continues at
the present rate, the record of 1884,
gento
Wall Street believes the check
eral business has resulted from the when the water reached the highest
railroad situation, and that this check stage since 1835, will have been passwill grow more apparent. Activity of ed before night fall.
The stage in 1884 was 35 feet 4
state legislatures have aroused thor
oughly large railroad Interests of the inches. Today at 10 o'clock, the
country.
Cost of borrowing money marks registered 32 feet with the wahas been increased and there will be ter creeping up at a rate of six Ina marked reduction in expenditures. ches hourly, and still rising at all
Jn an interview given by Harrlman head water points.
Kvery tributary along the upper
yesterday on certain features of the
railroad situation, he said that two river is swollen, and dispatches from
kinds of courage are needed in de- all sections of western Pennsylvania
veloping and directing the nffairs of heport the smaller streams beyond
a great railroad system. One is to l'idr banks with surrounding districts
make largo expenditures when times submerged.
The weather bureau
predicts 34
are dull and the buslnees outlook poor
If this
and thus secure money, labor and feet or over at Pittsburg.
stage
Is
flood
kind,
reached
will not
cost.
low
the
The
other
materials at
he said, is to be able to discontinue only be the greatest In seventy-fiv- e
expenditures of funds and making im- years, but the most disastrous in the
provements when business is good. history of the city.
money dear and labor high. It la this
l.oss by Plant Closing.
It was estimated early today that
kind of courage he said would enable
the railroads by waiting two or three the loss from closing down of manuyears to make improvements at a re- facturing plants alone will exceed a
duction of 20 per cent in cost of la half million dollars, and the damage
bor, money and materials.
He con to property from high water will be
sldered such saving good profit for attributed to the Hood so far. This
much more. Nine deaths are attrishareholders.
Harrlmnn was nsked "would a buted to the flood so far.
This Inthing
worst
cludes
check of buslnness be the
three trainmen killed in the
collapse of the Harmersville bridge
that could happen?
"It might not be unmixed evil, yesterday, and two men drowned last
now night when a tow boat capsized.
Railroads
Harrlman replied.
have more business than they can Other fatalties are reported from difhandle. Slowing up would mean cur ferent places.
tailment of expenditures and Increase
of surplus of the roads.
It would
Had, and Growing Worse.
also mean lessened demand for labor
Ohio, March 14. The
Zanesville.
money.
and reduced demand for
flood
throughout
MusThese In consequence would become kingumconditions
county are unprecedented
cheaper.''
and growing worse hourly. Muskingum and Licking rivers are growing
Government Won't Interfere.
out of bounds In this city and more
New York, March 14. Some of the than 100 homes are Invaded by the
most eager sellers professed entire waters.
With one exception every
hopelessness over the course of legis- railroad entering
the city Is tied up.
lative proceedure toward the railroads
Three aro Drowned.
and telegraphic messages from WashHungarians were drowned
Three
ington to brokerage nouses that any here as tho result of the flood thl
steps by the government to allay morning. A score or more living in
existing apprehension were Improb- a house that was surrounded
by
able, was made the basis of attacks; Muskingum river overflow during the
the
market closed in state of continued night, started to wade to tho land and
demoralization.
three were caught In the current and
swept away.
New

market opened

favors
PORATE

or CORSTOCK. RELOW

PAH.

New York, March i . It is reported from Albany that It was statthat on Comptroller Metz' suggestion a bill was to be introduced
permitting the city to raise -- ie rate
of Interest on corporate stock from
4 to
per cent. Mr. Metz said yesterday that no such proposition had
ever been made by him, but he said
he would advocate a bill allowing the
city stock to be sold below par. "I
fully realize," he added, "that It may
be difficult to continue selling bonds
at par or a little more than par at
the rate of four per cent. The money
market and the rate of Interest
be
cannot
regulated
by
statute, but are depended entirely upon conditions which vary from time
to time.
In my opinion the only
logical thing to do so as not to discriminate against the bonds already
issued and outstanding against
the
city. Is to change the charter provision which
does not allow the
comptroller to sell bonds below par.
If this
were removed,
restriction
bonds could be sold on a four per
cent Interest basis and be dependent
entirely upon mai ket conditions at
the time cf hale.
THREE i Ol.l Mlil S U;

TAYAFA

TO BE HUNG AT

ed

CANYON

CITY, COLORADO

&

ly

pi.eao t.ru.TY m imiisKitv.

Columbus, Ohio, March 14. Three
Indicted by the grand Jury for
accepting and giving bribes in connection with the lirood street paving,
pleaded guilty today when arraigned.
They are Nebon Cannon, former general manager of the Trinidad Paving
company, of Cleveland; Arthur Peck,
former assistant city engineer, and
Alfred Shoemaker, former city Inspector. The prisoners were fined ai
follows: Cannon. S50; Peck, 11.185.
Shoemaker, $J0t1. No Jail sentence
men

was

TREMENDOUS STRIKE OF TO

WASHINGTON

l:npsed.

Trinidad, Colo., March 14. On
Tuesday of this week the Jury In the
case of Santiago Tafoya, charged with
the murder of Pedro lirlego, at th9
latter's home In St. Thomas, near
Sopries February 17 last, brought In a
verdict of guilty and fixed the punishment at death.
The sentence will
probably be rendered this week by
District Court Judge Henry Hunter,
In the court room at Canon City,
where the trial was held.
The atrocious crime for which
Tafoya will suffer tho death penalty
was committed under the guise of
friendship, the murderer having called at the door of his friend's house
late at night and shot his victim down
while tile latter was in the act of
admitting him to his house. Sever
al witnesses lo the affair were called
and their Btories all agree as to the
fac ts in the case.
Amotii them wai
Tafoya's divorced wife. The mur
derer himself was the only witness in
the defense, which was weak from
start to finish.
Another murder case will follow In
the Canon City court at once.
It Is
that of stratton Turner, charged with
the killing of Manuel Chavez at
Starkville two weeks ago.
Joseph
II. Stuart, a colored attorney from
Denver, who will defend Turner, will
furnish the principal feature of the
trial.
Maurlco Grau
Paris, March 14. Maurice
well know impresario, li dead.
Ik-Ht-

THE

ARE

GOVERNORS

TRAINMEN IS NOW

CALLED
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sai.i:

AND DISAPPOINTED

OPPOSE

Stand

Causes Dramatic Clash
In Court.
WAS EXCUSED

MEASURE

AND EXPERTS

CALLED

Appropriations Bill Demanded by Official Utterances From
Jerome's Hypothetical Question
Every Section Both Houses Down
Contained 15.000 Words For
to Hardest Work.
Experts to Answer.

.

.

Abo Hummel on the

SUFFERERS

High Priest Harrlman Still Shoots
Off His Mouth Laying Fault
on Government.

'

THAW TRIA L

HUMMEL

RAILROADS AND COPPER
WERE CHIEF

pt

Tha Evening Cltlian, In Advance, M
fmt,
D.ilvrd by CarH.rm, 90 enta
marrtfc.

Special to The Kvenlng Cltlsen.
Santa Fe, March 14. Since the appropriation bill passed the house,
members of the council have been be
sieged by letters, telegrams and peti
tions asking them to pass the bill.
These came from people all over New
Mexico and as a result the bill will
undoubtedly pass the council with
little. If any, opposition.
The attitude of Kuppe In opposing
the bill, after having signified In committee his Intention of suportlng it,
even over the governor's veto, has left
that man In a most unpleasant light
even with the minority, which lias
tired of his juggling.
Other members of the house who
opposed the bill are hearing
from
their constltutents in no uncertain
tones. As the contents of the bill become known. It has caused a wave
of universal approval. The oil! Is the
strongest measure for the territory
during many legislatures and the people have shown that they will book
no Interference with Its passage.
A future of the bill exciting gen
eral commendation, which was not
published yesterday, is number 44:
"There is hereby appropriated the
sum of )24,086.69 out of any monies
in the hands of the treasurer, except
interest fund, for purpose of refunding to the following counties, territorial taxes collected and paid into territorial treasury under provisions of
section 9 chapter 89, laws of 1903, In
excess of amounts assessed by auditor for territorial purposes: Chaves,
$4,043.74; Colfax, $380.60; Dona Ana,
621.64; Grant,
1.574.60; Kddy,
Luna, $2,613; McKlnley.
Roosevelt,
Otero, $1,339.61;
$1,192.09; Sierra, $1,864.84; San Juan
$819.13; Valencia, $417. $1.
on legThere Is no longer a tie-u- p
islation as a result of minority opposition. The house last evening
passed over thirty bills an. the council is dally taking action upon many
measures of importance.
The peoplo of New Mexico have
made their will known and It Is up to
their representatives to "get busy."
The expectation of political honors to
the contrary notwithstanding.
This
is particularly true In the council,
was cnused by some
where the tie-u- p
opposition to important bills.
Yesterday the house held the
busiest session of the present legislature, taking action upon a large number of hills.
The following bills were introduced
by unanimous consent:
House bill No 223, by Holt, to
amend chapter 97. laws of 1905. Referred to the judiciary committee.
House bill No. 224, by Green; tin
act relative to salt lands In tho territory. Referred to the committee on
territorial affairs.
House bill No. 225. by Trujlllo; an
act appropriating additional funds for
the improvement of tho Rio Grande
In Rio Arriba county.
This bill carries an appropriation of $500, to be
expended by the county commissioners. Passed the house under suspension of the rules, without opposition.
House bill No. 22. by Abbott of
Colfax; an act enabling the county
commissioners of Colfax county to
give the old court house of Colfax
county to the Sisters of Loretto for a
hospital.
House bill No. 227, by Studley. by
request; a bill to prevent any member of city councils or boards of trustees of towns, from taking employment against such city or town. Referred to committee on Judiciary.
House bill No. 228, by Gallegos; an
act granting to Tucumcarl a portion
of a school section for cemetery purposes.
Passed the house.
.

Poll Is Being Taken West of To Consult

Denver Among 47.000 Mem-berof the Order.

With President
Perhaps About Railroad

s

Legislation.

MOB IN LOUISVILLE
AT"

PANAMA

LEAST 1000 STRONG

VISITORS

ARE

SURPRISED AT WORK DONE

1;

Washington, March 14. An official
denial was given at the White House
today to the intimations that the
president had requtted the govern
ors of the states before whose legis
la lures railroad legislation is pending,
to come to Washington for consultation on the question. Governor I)e
N'een of Illinois and Attorney General
Stead of that slate are coming to
Washington at the request of the
president on another matter, but the
railroad matter may come up.
No date had been made yet for the
conference of the four railroad presi
dents named by J. 1. Morgan, upon
the occasion of the president's visit to
Washington. Momlay night last. A
H. Stickney, president of the Chicago
fir (ireat Wester. i railway, was at the
White House today to talk with the
president about railroad affairs.

Oakand. Ca., March 14. The 47,000
membership of the Hrotherhood of
Hallway Trainmen west of Denver
are voting whether to go on a strike,
to enforce the demands for an Increased scale of wages. The poll, the
most extensive movement towards a
general strike nlnce the American
Hallway Union tie-u- p
in 1894. has not
been finished. The indications
are
that the last ballots will reach the
national headquarters at Cleveland,
Ohio, about March 25.
WORST DAY EVER KNOWN
IN LOIISV1LLE, KENTUCKY
Louisville, Ky., March 14. The
most serious rioting since the street
railway strike began occurred at 11
o'clock this morning. Five cars were
broken to pieces and several persons
badly Injured. The mob was composed of 1,0(10 persons and the police
could do nothing with them. Finally
the surging mass attacked the police and one police officer was badly
hurt. The reserves finally arrived and
the police charged the mob repeatedly.

CENTRAL AMERICA HAS
TEMPEST IN A TEAPOT.
Managua, Nicaragua, March 14.
The Hondurean revolutionists yesterday defeated President llonllla, of
Honduras, near iV guicigalpa, after
fifteen hours of lighting. Many wer
killed and wounded on both sides.
KMi:i CONFLICT RETWFEN
The following has been received
STHIKEKS ANI Till: POLIO'..
Relgracle. Servia, March 14. In a from President Zelaya, of Nicaragua,
conflict between the police and strik- dateil Sanchez. Honduras, March 13:
"F.nemy completely defeated lit
ers today, five strikers
were killed
Maralta today, after two days' rightand twenty wounded.
ing.
I have confiscated at Corlnto
Hon1.U00 rifles, destined for the
PEASANTS AUK K I I.LI.NO
LANDF.D PKOPItlKTOKS. durean government.
Yelisavetgrad, Russia, March 14.
COMMITTEE
Kstates In this vicinity were attacked t'ONGHESKIONAl.
SI KI'HISER AT PANAMA WOUK
by robbers yesterday, who bound and
I'anama, March 14. All members
decapitated the proprietors, five lathe congressional party, headed by
borers and a woman. Two witnesses, of
Speaker Cannon, expressed great sura soldier who hid in a haystack, and prise yesterday at the work done on
a child, lost their reason.
Tho sol- the
canal. The party vlBlted
dier subsequently died In the hospital both Panama
Ia lloca on the Pacific side and
in a delirium.
the famous Culebra cut.

room to cost
hall
eighty thoisani)

dollars.
li.

Newport, It. I., March
the summer house of O. H.
P. P.elmont, at this place, btefore
another summer will be Improved
extensively ami beautified, contracts
having been awarded that amount to
nearly I3UU.0U0.
The principal ad
dition and alteration will
be
the
transformation of the coach house In- to a ball room fashioned in Louis
IV style. The cost of this alone Willi
amount to more than ISO.uUO, and
when completed it will make one of'
the most beautiful ball rooms to bo
found anywhere in Newport's sum- mer colony. The main staircase, ac- cording to the plans, Is to be altered
at n cost of I1X.000, ami the deco- rative scheme of the whole house is
to undergo a complete change.
"Hel-court-

,"

EXAMINATIONS Foil
THE CONhl'LAU KEKVK'E.
Washington. I). fV X1:ir,h
11
The first of the examinations for the
consular service under the new rules
laid clown bv Secret:irv 1nr,t Imh Koam
fixed for today, and many applicants
have presented themselves
for the
positions. As there are about a dozen vacancies In the service there Is
a good chance for an eligible to secure a place at once.

'

TO (OXSIIlKIl MF.UICITT
WATF.it snmvi.i: amknd.mf.nt.
Albany, N. Y.. March 14. A conference called by the Albany chamber of commerce Is considering today
storage amendthe Merrltt wat-ment to ttie stat..' constitution, which
is now pending in the legislature.
The call for delegates to the conference was sent to the mayors of
cities ami presidents of villages In
the state, and also to come as representatives of business organizations.
It is dec lared by the chamber of commerce that it seems to be most deof the
sirable that the sentiment
slate should be secured on this most
Important matter, and that this method is taken to brin.? about a crystalli
zation of the sediment of muuicipul-tle- s
and commercial bodies regarding the subject.

KENTI'CK V SEWTORIAL
CONVENTION ItEINU IIIXD.
Mayfleld, Ky.. March 14. A district convention is ill session today
at Fulton for the purpose of nominating
a democratic; candidate to
The
succeed Hon. Ilei.ry Georgie.
Hon. John R. I lay, present representative from this county, has announced himself a candidate for the
stale senate, mi l Sam Norton Is also
In
Professor Houston
the field.
.NEW YORK AERo"f'I.VH
iirooks, a prominent teacher of this
has am ounced himself a
WILL HOLD HANOFET. county,
New York, March 14. The ban- - candidate for th) legislature, and
quet of the Aero club will be held Leon Vans, a liugist here. Is also
tonight at the Hotel St. Regis, and expected to a1n.0Ui.ee his candidacy. a large number of aeronauts from
all over the 1'nlted States are here,
and w ill participate.
The Gordon- LAND OFFICE FORCE IS
liennett International aeronautic cup
I.NCUEAM l IV TERRITORY
will be displayed at the banquet, and
Special to Ti: L veiling Citizen.
it is hoped that the I.alim cup will
Washington, 1'. C March 14.
be ready for exhibition.
'lul Las Cruces
The Santa
land offices li.i: each been al- Clayton
lowed another clerk.
is doing the laib'est land office
APPROPRI VI'ION 111 I I.
f
business in the country with
TAKEN I I' IN CO!
IL
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Th'i ofiice should
rive clerks.
1
4
4:12 p. a
Santa Fe, March
have a larger f 'rce. Roswell Is
Usiness with a
m.
apropiiatlon
doing
large
bill
was
The
4
a
taken up in the council at 4 p. 4
smaller number. Its force should
m. The bill was referred to the
be Increased.
Leopold Pac liico has been ap- committee on finance after an at- - it
at Arabela,
tern t by Dalies to have It refer- pointed postnia-leof the w
red to the committee
Lincoln county, Vice Thos. H.
Meek, resigned.
Grau. 4 whole.
j

irituuittiiYUi

iitiitiltlf IIUI

l

fY

Mr. Hudspeth wanted to take ud
Joint house resolution No. 14, which
provides for a further Investigation
of territorial land sales by the special
house committee appointed to Investigate the governor's connection with
the transfer of lands to the Pennsylvania Development company. Ills motion was tabled on motion of Holt.
The Joint special
committee, of
which Peach is chairman, reported
the new election law. This Is one of
the largest bills yet presented In the
house, containing 171 sections, and
will be made the special order for
next Monday at 10 o clock.
On motion of Holt, the vote by
which house bill No. 27, to approp
riate $150 for printing the rules of
the supreme court, was tabled Indefi
nitely, was reconsidered.
The house
then passed the bill after the appropriation had been reduced to $100 y
an amendment presented by Holt,
who stated that that was all that was
necessary.
House bill No. 130. an act to re
peal chapter 17 of tha acts of the
36th legislative assembly, relative to
artesian wells, passed the house. Mr.
Mulllns, who introduced this bill .explained that the Pecos valley people
were very desirlous of saving the water from the artesian wells and that
J. J. Hagerman had been allowing
wells to (low into his Great Northern
canal, which carried the water a distance of about twenty-tw- o
miles,
ditches,
where it was run through
and water rights on them were sold,
and this was very damaging to the
artesian belt and this law was drafted
lo prevent any such action. The bill
passed.
Mr. Holt moved that the rules be
suspended to reconsider the motion
by which house bill No. 190, known
us the logging bill, which provides
for the use of streams for logging
purposes, was tabled.
The motion
prevailed and the bill was referred to
the committee on Judiciary.
House bill No 91, which provides
for the creation of Foraker county,
will be made the special order
of
business for Friday afternoon of this
week.
Hudspeth wanted council bill No.
34, relative to the Hawkins law, taken
up and made a motion to the effect
that the committee on Judiciary, having the bill in charge, be instructed to
report the same nt once. Mr. Holt
objected, saying that the committee
had prepared a substitute bill and
that he had had nn agreement with
Mr. Hudspeth not to oppose that substitute. Mr. Hudspeth challenged the
statement and Mr. Holt replied In a
scathing statement of the conversation, to which Mr. Hudspeth did not
reply. Holt said that he understood
distinctly that Hudspeth had agreed
not to oppose the substitute and had
agreed to have it reported in regular
order. Hudspeth's motion to take the
bill from the committee was lost.
Council bill No. &9, an act to amend
section 10, chapter 4, laws of 1905,
relative to the Incorporation of Silver
City, passed the house.
House bill No. 178, to abolish the
office of public printer and for other
purposes; passed the house.
House bill No. 134, relative to community land grants not controlled by
boards of trustees, passed the house
with minor amendments.
House bill No. 131, an act relative
which
to the Manzano land grant,
provides for the Incorporation of the
grant In order that It may be sold
In tracts, passed the house.
House bill No. Ill was tabled In- -

(Continued on Page) Fight.)

UNION TELEPATHY

EASTERN

CO,

TELEGRAM

New Tork. March 14.

After AbraHummel had been called to tha
at the opening of the Thaw
today, Delmns began his arguIn reply to Jerome as to the
of the evidence Hummel
has to offer regarding
an affidavit
which Evelyn Nesblt Is eaid to havo
made in his office.
When Delmas had completed his
argument, Jerome responded briefly
and Justice Fitzgerald sustained tho
objection made by Delmas, saying
that the cases cited by Jerome are
not proper authority on the question
under consideration.
This ruling
seemed to bar all of Hummel's testimony, but Jerome proceeded to auction him and soon there was a dramatic clash with Delmas.
"At the Interview in your office."
asked Jerome, "did Evelyn Nesblt,
prior to your dictating anything, tell
you that she had told Thaw that It
was not true that White had drugged
and ravished her?"
Delmas was on his feet to object.
but before he could do so, and immediately After Jerome censed speaking. Hummel said In a loud voice:
"She certainly did."
Delmas looked at the witness, ami
with scorn In his voice, said: "And
you call yourself a lawyer."
Jerome objected to Delmas addressing remarks to tha witness, and
stated further that he understood
Delmas to have said he would not object to such questions, and turning to
Hummel said: "You heard me reserve that right, did you not?"
"I did," replied Hummel, not th
least perturbed.
Dclnuut Kquat to Otxiudun.
Delmas then moved that the ques- -.
tlon and answer be stricken out, but
before Ftizgerald could rule, he said:
"Tnrougn the extraordinary , conduct
of the district attorney, this question
and answer are on record. Let. them
stand; I waive my right."
Jerome then questioned the witness
about Thaw wanting Evelyn to sign a
puper accusing White, and Delmas
immediately objected. Objection wai
sustained.
Hummel TcniMirnrily Kxrusctl.
It was then agreed to excuse Hummel temporarily, and go on with tha
Restule's experts this afternoon.
cess was then taken.
Now Itooortl for Words.
The hypothetical question
which
Jerome put to his six experts this
afternoon, and on which he asked
them to buse an opinion as to Thaw's
sanity, covered practically
all the
evidence In tho case. It contained
15. UO0 words, and throughout Thaw
was referred to as "H. K. T.," and
Evelyn as "E. N. T."

ham
stand
trial
ment

GRAFTMILLIONS OF

DOL-

LARS IN IRRIGATION
SERVICE
Affidavits Incriminate Government Representatives
Stationed In Idaho.
Poise. Idaho. March 14. Evidence
of corrupt conditions In the irrigation
service has been laid before Secretary
of the Interior James R. Garllcld.
It
Is now ui to him to decide whether
the opening step In prosecutions shail
be taken by submitting some of this
evidence to the federal grand Jury,
now In session here.
'1 tie aliened
grafts are said to cover a large number of government Irrigation projects
now under way, and to Involve severdl
millions f dollars. According to
now in the possession of th
secretary, engineers and other otlkials
of the urid land reclamation servic.i
have been favoring certain contractors, and have permitted spcculatio-- i
In lands by furnishing advance Information as to Irrigation projects which
Would be taken up.
Speciul agents of the department
have spent some time recently In Idaho Investigating conditions here. Tho
supervising engineer in harge of th
work In Idaho is F. C. Horne. It Is
charged in affidavits that the contracting firm of llul.hard
Carlson,
which is doing "he work on the Deer
Flat reseivolr, lia- been specially favored, and In one case Is alleged to
anil uf "velvet."
have received
The special agents have been endeavoring to tix the responsibility
and it is said they have succeeded.
It is reported here that similar condition have been found lo exist In
other states where government Irrigation projects are under way.
At
least Mile case lias been discovered in
vclilch in department ottlclals rejected bid of contractors, assumed
the
work for the government, and made
handsome commissioned out of fAtt
purchase of expensive machinery. It
is reported here that the evidence l
now being considered
by President
Roosvclt, and that Secretary GurrieiJ
is awaiting Instructions on the subject
before going ahead.
.t

No.
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Collect Paid

Journal Buito of Information, Santa Fe , N.

m.

March 14.

c

Danny MacPherson,

Manager

Fakir Journal,

Albuquerque,

N.

M.

Republican appropriation bill does
not provide for us in any manner. There
is nothing doing for us on printing

deal.

As

Evening

Citizen would

undoubt-

edly secure big credit for appropriations
aggregating nearly $100,000 for Albu-

querque's institutions,

it is

important

that you should prejudice minds of people
against receiving tainted money, I would
suggest you make it appear that this is
being offered merely as a bribe, and that
as decent people we cannot sell our souls
to Satan or any other republican. I am
afraid we are up against it, but you must

endeavor to stem the tide.
DISCREDITED

CORRESPONDENT.

-

fo.-thi-

RET III
New

I

RS

Yolk,

m:i: I.RY
lit NY IN Ni: YORK.
M in h 14.
lluying in

the Jobbing market is becoming more
its the week progresses, and
more buyers are al living In the city
each djy. The nisi week of the
month broke all records In sales put
through, as compared with the corresponding week in February.

actie

'

ALBUQUERQUE

PAfiW! TWO.

ortsge Is falling
owing to tho fact tbnt there, was
not sufficient rain In tha Iviatina district which mines about
of the cotton crop of the republic to produce a large crop that year.
Owing to the large crop of 1906,
there was. quite a surplus left over
by September 1, of last year which
was the beginning of the cotton year.
The market waa rather demoralized
for awhile, but during the past few
months It has managed to regain
Just what
steadiness and strength.
the price of the Mexican staple will
be in a month or two Is difficult to
sny, especially In view of the fact
States
that the estimate of the Unitedcrop
government for the cotton
of
190S Is placed at the very high figure of over 11,000.009 bales.
125,000 bales. Tills

THE EVENING CITIZEH

of!

three-quarte-

raMia4 left.
Tfce Citizen

aa

WMkly ay

Publishing Company

WANTS SUBJECT
TO COMPLETE

EVENING CITIZEIf.

know him. Probably not another
man In the diplomatic corps would
have been quite so democratic ns this
man who comes from Great Britain
without even a title to his name.
Mr. Bryce is the first plain "Mr."
Great Britain has ever sent to this
country as ambassador.

Whtn You Need

DRUGS

THURSDAY, MARCH 14,

IHI,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
WANTED.
WANTED Messenger
ern Union Telegraph
WAN TED At once, a
derstands starching.

personal rnoPEiirr
boys.
office.

West-

girl who unThe Imperial

-

MONEY to LOAN

Make Onngrrnsmcn Tired.
On
Farniture,
Pianos, Organs,
There are a great many members
Horses, Wagons and other ChatUtoi
uiunary io.
of congress of both parties thorough-ou- t
always
Don't
how
think
the country who have been
WANTED Any person willing to also on SALARIES AND W ARB-HOURECEIPTS, a low aa
marked by organized laoor because
amtriDuie our samples; $10 weekly.
cheap you can get them.
and as high as $100. Loans ara
of their votes on a little amendment
'
you
Think Instead, where
can
to the naval bill when It was before
WANTED Unr.
,U
-- I quickly made and strictly prlrsU.
get the freshest, the purest
the house last week. This amendclass hand laundry. Lace curtains a Time: One month to ona year gives.
ment
provided an appropriation for
OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
and strongest and come where
"""'"lacuon guaranteed. Goods remain In rear possession.
.K. West Tljeras
the enlargement of the gun foundry
40a
avenue. (Colored ) Our rates are reasonable. Call and
.you
get
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
can
always
navy
We
at
them.
so
In
the
yard
city
this
ths
rv ajs m.iJ
Democratic Mr. Bryce First navy department could cast Its own
Oentleman-- a
second. see aa before borrowing.
only
quality
one
have
the
hand clothing. No. Ill Booth First
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
forglngs from which tha guns
steel
Plain Mister Sent Her as
BEST ALWAYS.
.And out
street, sown or viaduct. Bend ad Steamship tickets to and (rem aH
were made. The union men at the
THK MARINA MINKS
foundry claimed that this would not
dress and will call. R. j. Bweeney,
parte of the world.
prlcea are always the lowest,
OK MKXKO'M OPIHtATIONS.
England's Ambassador.
only give more men work at the yard,
The Marina Mines of Mexico, Is
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bldg.
proprietor.
quality
considered.
but would result In a marked saving
an English corporation which owns
West Railroad Ave.
MALE HELP WANTED.
to the government and lead to the
the Cuadraa and Marina mines In
PRIVATB
OFFICES.
manufacture
the Santa Uarbara section of the
ordnance.
of better
Washington, 1).
14.
WANTED Good man In each county
Open Evealaga.
They adjoin the The agitation lookingC.to March
Parral district
comple- These steel forglngs are now brought
o represent ana advertise
the
hardthe Han Francisco tion of the painting of the frieze In from the Bethlehem or the Carnegie
Zainas claim of
ware department, put out samples,
del Oro mine which also belongs to the rotunda of the capitol has been plants both of which are in the steel
etc.
Salary, $21 weekly; expense
govan English company.
trust
charged
and
prices
the
the
money auvancea.
renewed. Visitors who have admiruept
The
The Marina Mines company ac- ed the splendor of that magnificent ernment are claimed to be excessive.
voiumoia House, cnieago.
quired the two properties named building and the wondrous beauties
The day the vote was taken the
H)H
comKENT.
from the (luggenheims and
of Its gorgeous dome have listened entire north gallery was filled with
menced work thereon In December for years to the statements of the workmen from the yard, who took
FOR KENT Furnished rooms, with
day
lust.
a
off
Btay
might
they
at
that
guides that this frieze has never been
Dam. Mrs. u. J. P. Bittner, 309 N
Since operations commenced work completed because
congress could not the capitol and work for the amendSixth street.
Occidental Life Building.
ment and see who voted against It.
has not ceased night or day, about agree upon the proper subject.
FOR RENT A furnished house of and we sold tliat snap to another
seventy men being employed. It is
delegation made careful notes of
bare space Is, perhaps, thirty- - This vote
lour rooms; pain and two screen party who took time by Ute forelock.
reported that the recent strike of fiveThe
the
It
subsequently
verified
and
long, the last scene depicted
porcnea. pus outn r ourtn street. We have one or two more almost
high grade ore there has enabled the beingfeet
from
tally.
the
As
one
official
of
connected with the Mexican the
FOR KENT A tlmlva.Fnnm
Mexican Central Will Double operators to place in sight much war period.
Han good though. Come In end ask
original artist was ed, leaders left the house he remark
The
about
nouse, unfurnished, at 119 North
more
the purchase price. The succeeded by Costigennl, a famous
'some of these members of con
tbein.
by a shaft five Italian, who possessed some secret gress will hear from us In their dls.
Passenger Service Between mine isthandeveloped
rirst street, call at Rico cafe
hvlndred feet deep. The recent strike regarding the mixing of his color trlcts about election time." The or
Corner B adwa, and
FOR
RENT Five room
hnuu.
ganizatlon known as the Brotherhood
at the third level Is thirteen feet pigments that
Torreon and El Paso.
partially
produced
furnished, electric light
remarka
silgrammes
wide and runs 1,500
of
of Machinists has set Its machinery
East
Avenue
appearance.
ana
Rallnad
rent,
9 North Sec
able
slate
like
Before
bath,
low
to
ver. 18 per cent lead, 4 per cent cop- he died, the artist transmitted this at work through which it will inform
ond street. Apply to F. H. Stronr.
per and 8 grammes of pold.
secret to his son who is still living every organization In the country of
Colo Phone, Black SO.
XII West Gold Aft.
OR
RENT A
cottage,
the
day's
voting
of
result
that
and
and an artist like his father.
He
AMBASSADORCREEL AC
well furnlshpri alar, Iwa ar,A tk.,..
MEXICO'S IMPERIAL FLAO
now wants to complete the task his If they have any Influence in the
room
flats.
Apply
110
manufacturing districts several memL'SEI IIY lTClUHDE. father began.
East Caal
nveiiue.
be given the opportunity to
The Mexican Geographical
and
The Joint committee on the library bers a will
vast amount of explaining as
CARDS
FOR KENT Houses, 3 to 1 rooms. PROFESSIONAL
CEPTS THE NOMINATION Statistical society Is at present en has attempted time and again to do wny
tney voted for the trust pro- SEEK k RELIABLE DENTIST
gaged in the study of an interesting agree upon the proper subject to fill to
joouern, also store rooms, office
ana a snoe shop. W. H. McMilllon,
relic of importance to national his- In the gap In the allegory, but with- duct and against what machinists say
tory. The discussion centers round out success. By common consent the was the plain interest of the governwest uoia avenue.
LAWTERS.
flag known as La Bandera d civil war period Is to be skipped. A ment. These are some of the little Full Set of Teeth
the
FOR RENT A alx room two-stoMuch Other News Selected From Iguala, the town In the state of number of prominent statesmen have things that give a congressman
Gold Filling
91.50 np
oricc nouse, corner of Seventh
Ira M. Bond.
uerrero famous for the plan which suggested that tne digging of me great amount of trouble.
fJold Crowns
street and Tijeraa avenue. Inquire
Pages of the Chihuahua WeekATTORNEY AT LAW ! not
was commemorated there In the time Panama canal would be a fitting subPainless
Extracting
50c
at Champion Grocery, 824 West Tl N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions!
of the Emperor Iturblde. This flag ject and sentiment seems to be cen
ly Enterprise.
j' i un
KING OF THE CATTLE
Is similar to the present tricolor with tering around this Idea.
land patents,
copyright, cavsaU,
sar
Some
Us familiar red, white and green, castle public officials have observed
house in letter patents, trade marks, claim,
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR FOR RENT Five-roosymbolic of the Three Guarantees, that this Idea has one advantage In
good repair, corner of Railroad
ANTEED.
it. W IV tl
As forecasted by The Enterprise the difference being a star with the that no matter how long the comavenue and Hill street. Low rent
RING MARCH
18
ATTORNET AT I. AW Aih....
week, this month Is to see that Imperial crown,, around which. Is pletion of the painting Is postponed
lut
to
permanent
a
tenant.
Inquire
of
que.
N. M. Office,
double passenger service on the Mex- the inscription, "Religion Independ if this subject Is selected, it will probFlret National
puns outiaing.
ican Central between Torrean and El ence and Union." The Rev. Vicente ably,
completed long before the
Nicely
KENT
rooms
furnished
Paso, thus giving- a night train from de P. Andrade, who Is a member of canal be
uk
More people speak well bf a really
1s finished.
E. W. Dobaon.
i.uu per week ana np; also nice
here to El Paso and a night train the society, has been elected as presi
meritorious attraction than an inferATTORNET
rooms
i aw
ugni
tor
Housekeeping
$1.00
back from the latter place. At least, dent of a commission to look Into
one.
ior
Is
only
And
disit
those of
per week and up, furnished with Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. 1C
lcmocratic Mr. llryw.
this is the talked of program and the historical features of the case.
tinctive
recogmerit
gain
in
time
that
stove and cookinor utensils
James Bryce, the new British amuiH
March 17 Is the date fixed for the
and the esteem of the public,
B. F. COFP.
DENTISTS.
dishes.
bassador, is one of the most demo- nition
Minneapolis
House.
new train service.
290 PERTENENCIAS
. ..
to which they are Justly entitled. Such ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BLDO.
. -The
...
C n
i,
c
"
ouuui cecuriu street, Aiouquer-quIIONDKD FOR $1,250,000. cratic of men, notwithstanding he Is has been the success of Filer's big
The above is corroborated by the
DR.
N.
J. K. KRAFT,
M.
personal
representative
the
of the
following from Mexico City:
Lorenzo Arellano, Salvador Are
by having brought Into his orDental Sorteoa.
Accompanied by show
"The additional passenger train be- llano and Alberto V. Garcia, all of king of England.
ganization
FOR
SALE..
actors
and
musicians
of
Rooms 1 and 1.
k..o
tween Torreon and El Paso on the this city, have given two options to Mrs. Bryce, he witnessed the con- ability and secured a sensational play
FOR SALE A good big cow, wllfbe over O'RIellv'a riri lunutt
-- w
HAT
Mexican Central, which naa been un- two mrterent new York men on cluding ceremonies in the senate filled with excitement and comedy. PANAMA
soon,
rresn
see
No.
George
Monday,
ele744. Appointments made' by man.
K. Neher.
der consideration for some time, is about 290 pertenenclas In Santa Eu- - vators, and then, ignoring the
The "King of the Cattle Ring," filler's
walked
down
and
stairs
to be Inaugurated March 17, accord- lalla, for about 11.250,000 Mexican
FOR SALE Smith Premier, good as
show, is becoming too well known to
Edmml J.
currency.
ing to present plans.
new; cneap.
The options are for 60 strolled into the chamber after ad require any further Introduction. You
Address Bichrome
NO. IIS- RaJIPAAd
Mr. Bryce knew neither have heard of
HOME
"This train will be Instituted to re- days and cover all the properties journment.
cm
sen
morion,
office.
It. to be sure.
But
hours, I . m.. to 11:11 p. m.: vKMM
lieve the heavy business which is owned by Messrs. Arellano and Gar- Senator Foraker, of Ohio, nor Rep- to have seen it insures your position
FOR
SALE
survey
Two
horses,
p. m. to
and
p. m. Both phones. ApBennett,
resentative
of New York. In
carried by the present trains and cia in the Santa Eulalia district.
circle of those who aDDreclate
eee mem. at 415 pointmentsI made
imi nenM.
While on the threshold of the cham gooda productions
by maU.
which has been increasing at such a
North
deserving
of
street.
Second
recom
Itching piles provoke profanity, but ber he espied Mr. Foraker, whom he
rate as to make another train on this
opyourself
Avail
mendation.
of
the
FOR
SALE
At
"Variety"
you
the
W. M. RTTXmmsw w r.
division necessary.
The new train profanity won't cure them. Doan's recognized from his picture, and at portunity of attending at Albuquer Relative Value of Exportation
win nnu nne nome made bread, 6c Homeopathic Physlclaa mmd
will be a local train and much of Ointment cures itching, bleeding or the same time the ambassador ran que March 18.
Sorgeoa.
loaf;
a
doughnuts,
plea
baked
against
Mr.
years
protruding
piles
Bennett,
whom
did
he
sufferof This Most Durable
of
after
the local business which Is now carOccidental Life Building.
beans, soup and other good things
not know but to whom he said he
ried by the daily through train out ing. At any drug store.
116. Albuquerque. N. M.
strictly home made. Phone 710.
Does coffee disagree with youT
should much like to meet the Ohio
of El Paso will be carried by the CANADIAN
Head Wear.
Mrs, uowns, 606 South Amo St.
Probably it does! Then try Dr.
DR. It T, mi yum
RAILROAR
senator.
new train, thus leaving the through
Office,
FOR
SALE The Clauds C.lra.r1
8, W. T. Analjo Bldg.
SEEKS UUFFAIiO RUSINESS.
Mr. Bennett did not happen to be Shoop's Health Coffee. "Health Coftrain In better shape to handle
property on Mountain road, first
Buffalo, N. Y March 14. Appli personally acquainted with Mr. For fee" is a clever combination of parchTuberculosis
treatrt .hi, ui.k
tnrpugh business. The schedule for
has been made to the Canadian aker, but he promptly met the situa ed cereals and nuts. Not a grain of METHOD
house west of acequia, near Six- Frequency Electrical
OF PREPARATION
the new train has not yet been com- cation
ri,
government
by
the Canadian North-e- tion and brought the Ohio senator real coffee, remember, in Dr. Shoop's
pleted,"
teenth street. Inquire on premises Germicide. Treatments given each
for authority to build 1.200 miles over where the ambassador was and rteaith colTee,
or at 300 North Proadway.
day from I a. m. to p. m. Trained
of branch roads throughout Ontario. presented him to the diplomat and matches closelyyetoldits flavor and taste
nurse In attendance.
CREEL SAV THAT
Java and Mocha What the Value of Hats Should
Both phones.
projected
One
of
these
branches
to
is
his
wife.
The
FOU.
was
Ohio
senator
JIK XilL1j SURELY RUN. extend from the Niagara river to naturally delighted to meet so distin- Coffee. If your stomach, heart or
;
FOUND
UNDERTAKER.
pocketbook
A
with
small
be
When
on
Hon. Enrique C. Creel, Mexican Hamilton and Ooderich, and another guished a man and not displeased to kidneys can't stand coffee drinking,
Placed
the
i
sum or money on North Fourth
try Health Coffee. It is wholesome,
ambassador to the United stateB- Per from Fort Colverne to the Georgian know, of course, that the ambassaColo.. Red 11$
street extension. Owner may re- Auto, phone 111.
m tne bay. It Is planning
Market.
sonally announces that hV
to establish a dor had expressed a desire to meet nourishing and satisfying. It's nice
cover same by proving property
A. BORDERS.
state
JL
race for the governorship of
city passenger and ticket company in him and that his desire was such even for the youngest child. Sold by
and paying for this notice. Thos. Commercial Club building.
Black
of Chihuahua. This is the uWanc? Hurraio.
that he seized the first opportunity to C. N. Brigham.
Harwood.
or White hearse, 15.
pt a telegram received from him .
The panama hat follows In ImportWashington on Wednesday of this
Worked Like a Charm.
ance those of coffee, gold, hides, catARCHITECTS
week. The telegram was to Lie.
Mr. D. N. Walker, editor rt thai
tle, tobacco and rubber In the order
Manuel Prleto, the president of the
F. W. SDencer. Rnnma tK.At TJ.- spicy journal, the Enterprise. Louisa.
named and Is carried on in the de- Va., says: "I ran a nail In my foot nett building, Albuquerque, N.
club central just organized here to
M.
partments of Cundlnamarca, Tollma, last week and at once nnnllp,! Rnnit. tsoin pnones.
further the candidacy of Mr. Creel
(or the governorship at the coming
Anfioqua and Santander, in the re- len's Arnica Salve. No inflammation
public of Colombia, says the Chicago followed: the salve slmnlv healed the
election In June.
CIVIL ENGINEER
The club central named Mr. Creel
Chronicle, but mostly In the last wound." Heals every sore, burn and
as Its candidate for governor and
named department, where it is the skin disease.
J. R. Fnrwell.
Guaranteed
at all
bread-winntelegraphed him to that effect. His
to more than one-ha- lf
dealers. 25c.
Room 13. N. T. Armljo building.
telegram of aceptance in answer setthe population. There are no reguNOTARY PUBLIC
tles the matter. It is not fct fill likelar factories, but the hats are hand- -' NOTICE OF SPECIAL ELECTION.
ly that there will be any other canwoven by thousands of peasant woBy
Authority
Thou. K. D. Maddlson.
of the City Council of
men In almost as many households
didate In the Held.
tno City of Albuquerque, N. M.
Office With W. B. Childers
The next constitutional term of
and sold or traded In the local stores
117
Notice is hereby given that an elec West Gold avenue.
in exchange for provisions or articles
the governorship begins October 4,
1107. and ends October 11, 1911.
of clothing, the hat being in these tion will be held In the city of Alburegions a convenient medium of ex- querque. New Mexico, on Tuesdav.
J. S, UAGLEY
change, the housewife exchanging the April 16, 1()7, between the hours of
SOUTIIEItV PACIFIC IS
o
6
a.
m.
clock
.
or.
and
m
Accountant.
o'clock
ner labor for so many
product
i.
SOXORA.
of said day, at the following voting
Books checked ud. small sets at
pounds of Hour, sugar, etc.
Another section f the Cananea,
books kept ud: grocers',
Panama hats are made with the places:
butcher'
YaqUI Kiver & Paclric railroad, the
First Ward City hull.
and physicians' books looked after
veins or fibers of a palm leaf, the
extension being built by the Southern
Second Ward Office
of
Chas. and collections made. Able corps of
tissues of which are scraped off or
Pacific from the main line near
combed In much the same way as Chadwick & Co., on tkihl avenue.
Ouaymas up the Yaqul river to CanThird Ward Oflice of Justice of assistants. Rooms 44, Barnett block.
),
hemp. The palm (carludovica
anea, has been opened for traffic.
Peace,
George Craig, South Third 1I.UU DREhSEIt
locally
A?n
"jlpjapa,"
ClllROPO- called
is
The announcement Is made In a cirvery small in appearance, and grows street.
DIST.
cular Issued by Epes Randolph, head
118
Fourth Ward At No.
In great quantities on the low
North
and
of the Harrlman roads In Mexico
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlor.i, No.
swampy lands of the upper Magda- - Third street.
and the southwest.
The circular
At which said election the question 209 West Railroad avenue, Is pre
says: We take pleasure In announclena. It grows wild, but is also cul
tivated, although to a limited extent, of authorizing the issuance of Thirty pared to give thorough scalp treating that we will open to general
in the largest hat districts, the palm Thousand ($30,000) Dollars of bonds ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
tralTic, effective February 20, 1907,
of the said City of Albuquerque, New
producing in a little over a year.
two additional sections of the Cannails. She
Mexico, to erect and build a city bunions and lngTowlnt;
anea, Yaqul Hiver & Pacific railroad
Prcimrtng the 1 1 tier.
building, will be submitted to the gives massage treatment and mani
Valder-rain
preparation
The
of
the
fiber
after
extension Corral south to
curing.
Mrs.
Bambini's own prepara
the tissues have been combed off con- qualified voters of said city, who are
in the direction of Navaoa and
Alamos, and direction of Cumurlpa.
sists of boiling it in water contain the owners of real or personal prop- tion of complexion cream builds up
ing salt and lemon Juice for the ef- erty, subject to taxation, within the the skin and Improves the complexValderrutn will be the railway stafect of whitening and rounding the said City of Albuquerque, New Mex- ion,, and Is guaranteed not to be In
tion for Mayo river points and points
surface; this operation takes a few ico.
beyond, and Buena Vista will be the
jurious. She also prepares a hair
In witness whereof I have hereunto tonic that cures and prevents danhours. The straw is then exposed to
station for Cumuripa and Yaqul river
my
set
night air for three consecutive nights,
hand and caused to be affixed druff and
points beyond.
falling out; restorel
ifter which it is ready for use. The the seal of the City of Albuquerque, life to deadhair
hair; removes moles,
material employed in the making of New Mexico.
STATE OIIBI'.KK WORK
warts and superfluous hair. Also a
hat is marketed at from 15 to 40
FRANK McKEE.
ox UK; i.M.
face powder, a freckle cure and pimaccording
cents
Mayor.
to
a
the
fineness
hat.
government
The mate
has ordered
ple cure and pile cure. All of these
and whiteness of the straw, the Attest:
a cessation of the work on the big
preparations
are purely vegetable
ungest leaves generally giving the
HARRY F. LEE.
dam which w;is to be built on the
best quality.
compounds. Have Just added a vi
City Clerk.
Chuvlrx-ariver to supply this city
(SEAL.)
It takes a woman four days to
brator machine for treatment of
with un increased amount of water.
rw
make an ordinary hat, eight days for
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
The work was stopped by contractor
ml
good
a
Last.
l'ou
one
as
as
at
and
much
fifteen
W. A. liird on Thursday.
is also used for rheumatism, pains
Harmon,
A.
J.
days
West
Coof
In
for
Lizemore.
finest
the
hat
made
massage.
It 1b to be hoped that this stop
lombia.
The salary of the peasant Va., says: "At last I have found the and
page of work Is only temporary for
perrect
pill
disappoints
never
making
woman
a
In
employed
that
of
the
capital
is
of
short
during
this
Subscribe for The Cvcnlng (Itizen
water
"jipijapu" hut Is reckoned at 10 cents me; and for the benefit of oth'-rthe dry season. The presumption Is
How to
Touni;.
typhoid
i day, including her food, which can atlllcted
liver and
with
that the stute and t it y governments
To continue young in health
and
say:
take
constipation,
will
chronic
be
10
cents
calculated
at
additional.
want to figure on the unexpected cost
y. l3owan,
strength,
do
as
Mrs.
N.
Dr. King's New Life rills."
Guar MeDonouRh, Ga.,
Best Hut I lie "Nan-!!.- "
of the foundation, as it is turning
did.
says:
She
dealCoThe best huts exported from
anteed satisfactory.
2ic at all
out to be much f.irthcr to bed rock
"Three bottle of Electric Hitters curlombia,
are those called "Sauza." ers.
at the dam site than was .m t ipatcd.
ed me of chronic liver and stomach
made in the city of that name in the
trouble complicated with such an
leaving
An Ohio man, shortly after
department
of
Cuiuliuamurca.
The
MEXICO'S lou BOP
of
the blood
next
In order are the Antioqueiior, home, wrote to his friends, "I am half unhealthy condition
COTTON
IS
OF
my skin turned red as flannel.
SHOUT,
made in the department of Antioqunla crazy." His action In leaving Olu that
I
It is estimated that the Mexican
now
am
practically 2o years youngThen follow the ones made In the de- doesn't indicate it.
cotton crop of 1906, which is now!
er thin before I took Klectric Hitpartment
of Santander, called, rebeing prepared for the market will
ters.
now do ail my work with
can
spectively, Zu pat oca, Harichara,
not amount to more than Ml, nun bales.
ease and assist in my husband's
and (iiron, from the variThis will be quite a falling off from
Ouijratiteed at all dealer".
store."
ous cities where made, and varying
the previous crop, which was about
uiouia mow
it uiuTfwUMi theurnwunuYjful
Price 50c.
In quality and price
in the order
about
named. But the Zapatoca. although
iMARVELWhirlingSpray
.NOTICE FOlt PCULI CATION.
I 'Htm HW
the most expensive from Santander,
lal Oyrluv.h
V kv"." ' All . .
IWaV MIll'U
'.ii toi,ui-- t Jrvin pictures for u a greedy, ignorant, despica hie ci
qualities
are
your
better
supposed
to
they
lie
less
it,
klo
lad
of
duration.
Department of the Interior, Land Ofcy
The best Sauza hat exported costs
scllish man. who looking ut himself, sees a fair, broad- - than you.
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
IIMMH,
l.llAM It.
on the premises $5 and the cheapest
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BENSON

MURDER

THE HOUR IN RUSSIA

Benson. Ariz.. March 14. The fhut
at Uisbee has sent a larfre numIon
disber f skilled workmen Into thismany
time In
trict and for the flrBtequaled
the de- yearn the supply hos
mand. The minlna; camps In the vlInlty are adding men ns new work
opens up, paying $3. BO for miners. M
for mechanics, and from J1.B0 to
$2.tt per day and board for common
labor.
The claims of the Hub Mining Investment Co. are being rnpldly opened
up. This company made final payment last week on a group of copper
claims In the vicinity of the Valenzula
group. A new company known as the
Industrial Copper Mining Co. is being
organised by Phoenix and Benson
capitalists to take over and develop
this property, which shows considerable promise.
Copper Mining
The Arizona-Apach- e
Smelting Co., which lately
the Keystone group of claims
located about 40 miles north of Benson, has announced Its intention of
putting in an automobile service between the mines and this city.

Not the least disturbed over the
fact that ho had killed Wong Kun, a
Chinese ranchman whose ranch is
of
located about one mile southwest
the Orphanage, near Tucson, Anas-tacl- o
youth
of
Jacobo, a Mexican
years worked all during the afternoon
of the day he killed the man, on the
dead Chinaman's ranch and that
evening went to Tucson, says the
He was arrested
Arizona Gazette.
at 2 o'clock the next morning by
Deputy Sheriff Kscoboza,
He stated to the officers that he
did not know that he had killed the
He admitted having a
Chinaman.
quarrel with Wong Kun, and said
that Wong Kun had called him
"greaser" and that a fight had followed. He claimed that Wong Kun
had come after him with a pitchfork
and that he had hit the Chinaman
with an ax.
According to Escoboza's story the
Chinaman was felled by the blow but
that he got up Immediately and said
that he would come to Tucson to
have him arrested..
Judging from the horrible gashes
on the Chinaman's neck, however,
neck, however,
on the Chlnaman'
In a barley field 200 yards from the
story
sounds rather
ranch house this
improbable.
News of the murder was brougni
to Tucson by a Yaqul Indian. The
coroner's Jury which visited the
scene of the murder was unable to
learn anything from the Chinamen
at the ranch house. They were badly
frightened and declared they knew
nothing about the killing.
While the Jury was viewing tne re
mains in the barley field they were
startled by hearing two loud reports.
An Investigation proved tnat tne
had done the shooting. They
claimed that they were trying to
scare away the murdered ranchman's
spirit.

Ml

VETERANS

LAW WILL IVCUKASK
HflNftlON
ANNUAL UlSnrilSKMENT AT

SOLIHKU'S HOME $50,000.
ttowtelle, Cal., March 14. Fifteen
hundred veterans in the soldiers'
home will profit by the age pension
law passed by the last congress and
the annual disbursement of the home
pension office will be Increased about
160,600.
While payments yesterday
were not any larger by the new law,
It is expected that many applications
will be acted upon in time to make
the usual total of about $70,000 much
larger.
More than 3,500 veterans are now
enrolled at the home and several hundred of them will come In for the
largest amount named in the pension
Not a few are found at the
law.
home more than 80 years old and
several who have passed the 90 mark
and are well along toward their centenaries.
As large as is the amount to be
turned over to the aging veterans, it
is estimated that fully 40.000 of them
will be beyond the need of pensions
before the bureau at Washington can
act on their applications.
"We average one death a day here
in the home," said I. C. Glllstrap, of
Illinois infantry, "and
the Thirty-fift- h
outside they are dying faster."
"Tea," added a veteran whose hand
shook like a leaf, as he stroked a long,
white beard, "and congress knew
when the act was passed that a great
many of us would be gone before It
could help us any.
"Preventlcs" will promptly check a
cold or the grippe when taken early
or at the "sneeze stage." Preventlcs
cure seated colds as well. Preventlcs
are little candy cold cure tablets, and
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., will gladly
mail you samples and a book on colds
free, if you will write him. The samples prove their merit. Check early
colds with Preventlcs and stop pneumonia. Sold in Sc and 25c boxes by
all druggists.
OFFICIAL INTKK-KHTKIN HAVING GOOlt KOADS,
Mobile. Ala.. March 14. Hon. John
Craft, vice president for Alabama of
the National Good Roads association
and president of the commercial club
of Mobile, has gone to Pittsburg to
attend the convention of good roads
men, and feels an absorbing interest
in the meeting. He has done well on
the roads that have come under his
care.
ALABAMA

O

Deafnaa Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness,
and that Is by constitutional remedies.
Deafness is caused by an Inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube is Inflamed you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and when it Is entirely
closed. Deafness Is the result, and un
less the Inflammation can be taken out
and this tube restored to Its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out oi ten are causeu uj
Catarrh, which Is nothing but an Inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We w 111 slve One Hundred Dollars ror
any case or nearness (caused Dy caiarrnj
that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarra
Cure. Bend for circulars free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props..
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold bv all Drurrlsts. 75c
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipa
tion.
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for honest advertising.

3000 Pairs MeiVs
Fine Shoes
All Other Shoes at 10

PKTKR STOLYPIN, PRIME MINISTF.lt OF RUSSIA; FROM Ills LAT- KST PHOTOGRAPH.
The second Russian parliament Is resenting the loftiest conservatism on
In session and freedom
stands In earth stands Peter Stolypin, prime
breathless anxiety awaiting the out minister of Russia. Can he mix
come of its deliberations.
water and oil and bring forth a
perfect substance that will
The peasant members
form the chemically peace
and contentment and
largest body In the douma.
They make for
represent the awakening of the mass good will?
of the people and almost without exThe world looking on, hopes for
ception they are radical. The future humanity's sake that he has the mi
only will tell how radical they are raculous power, but thinks that he
to what extremes they will plunge will fail.
into.
But It's up to Peter Stolypin, the
Between them and the czar rep man of the hour in Russia.

JUVENILES

FOR

NEW LAW IS
WANTED
Women of Tennessee Have
Taken Matter In Hand With
the Legislature.
Nashville, March

14.

A movement

being started to obtain from the
TEAMSARE TRAINING islegislature
a new Juvenile law. The

ladles who will have charge of the
"Boys Club" are the most earnest
advocates, and are pushing it with
all their energy, and they will surely
get it. The ladies say that the juvenile law that was passed two years
ago was a perfect failure. The ladies
will also ask the legislature for an
appropriation for a new reformatory
school.
AtTOMOBILISTS JOIN ROAD- MAKERS IN CONVENTION.
Pittsburg.
March 14. The road
makers' convention is remarkable for
great
the
Interest taken In it by those
who are not roadmakers.
The auto- mobllists manifest as much interest
as though they had called the con
vention themselves. Governor Stuart
worked very strongly for this con
vention and in a letter to the chief
executives of other states, said:
"The progress of highway .reform
has made very rapid progress and

Personal knowledge is the winning factor in the culminating contests of
this competitive age and when of ample character it places its fortunate
possessor in the front ranks of

The Well Informed of the World.
vast fund of personal knowledge is really essential lo the achievement of the
highest excellence in any field of human effort

A

when a true and wholesome remedy is desired it should be remembered that Syrup
of Figs and EJixir of Senna, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., is an
ethical product which has met with the approval of the most eminent physicians and
gives universal satisfaction, because it is a remedy of
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world, who know of their own personal knowledge and from actual use that it is the first
nd best of family laxatives, for which no extravagant or unreasonable claims i
This valuable remedy has been Ions and favorably known
under the name of
Syrup of Figs
and has attained to worldwide acceptance as the most excellent family laxative. As its pure
laxative principles, obtained from Senna, are well known to physicians
and the Well Informed of the world to be the best we have
adopted the more elaborate name of Syrup of Figs and
Elixir of Senna
as more fully descriptive of the remedy,
but doubtless it will always be called for by the shorter
Syrup of Figs and to get its beneficial
name of
effects, always note, when purchasing the full
name ot the Company
California rig jyrup
Co.
printed on the front of every package,
I
Syrup of h igs
whether you call for
or by the full name
Syrup of
Figs and Elixir of Senna.

ventlon, and am glad to second the
efforts of those who have it In
charge.
the convention Is a record one
and is the largest ever held in the
United States for the consideration
of highway Improvements. There is
a large attendance of nutomobllists.
The automoblllsts take the delegates
by the arm, and talk good roads to
them, showing the economy In con
structlng them, and the facility with
wnlcn distant localities are brought
together; the contribution to business
In that people of different localities
can carry their products to market
or can exchange their commodities
at an advantage. They represent that
that part of Pennsylvania that has
taken its roads in time has profited
greatly by Its timely work, and that
the people along the routes under
consideration are heartily in favo
of the improvement, they having seen
to It that all the arguments In favor
of better roads have been duly and
strongly presented to them.

ir

Our window display will give you
an inkling of the shape that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.

NEKRS liARORKRS
FOR TIIK RAILROADS.
Ottawa. Ont.. March 14. It Is e
timated that this spring from 60,000
to 60,000 men will be required
on
railroad building operations in Can
adu, the majority of whom must be
obtained from other countries.
In
view, therefore, of the great scarcity
of laborers In Canada, It is prooable
that the operations of the alien labo
law will be sumx-ndefor the time
being. The various contractors on
railway works throughout Canada
are greatly exercised over the out
look.
Some of them on the Orand
Trunk Pacific have taken contracts
to be finished within a certain time
limit under severe penalty. They
have had ngonts Hcourlng the coun
try In vain for workers. They have
made Inquiries In Great Rrltaln an
on the continent, and have found
that a certain amount of labor can
be
secured
from Italy.
France
Switzerland, nnd Rrandannvla. The
leaders of the traces unions contend
It is said, that these workers from
Europe will come under the operation
of the alien labor law, and that tht'l
immigration
into Canada could be
prevented.
The name argument ftp
lilies to workers from the Unltec!
States where likewise the railroad
contractors cannot get nil the lobor
they require, but It Is to Europe that
Canada must look for the men who
new railway
lines
construct
will
during the coming season.
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St. Joseph. Mo. March 14. As one
of the features of the St. Joseph Ken
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PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EAST TO REACH.
RELETVES PAIW.

OPERATORS

BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.

!Faywood

Night School Men to Take
Places of Tried

LOUISVILLE, KY.

nel club's forthcoming bench snow
there will be a f x hunt In the streets,
beginning at 10 o'clock on March 16.
e
The hounds win cro over a
out
course,
previously
marked
by
live
a
through downtown streets
will have no opfox, but the d'
portunity to pec me the brush as their
quarry.
Fourteen hounds have already been ertcted, and a valuable
cup is ofTered J a prize. The success of the show Is fully assured. It
opened today with a full list of cn
tries. One sooi 'mun comes from
Pittsburg.

to
Kmploycrs. from corporations
and Individuals, are prone to
receive from one to four weeks' notice from employes when the help is
about to quit; be the reason what It
may. Hut employers, unlike the vast
majority of employes, are seldom as
considerate as the wage earner in the
amount of notice they accord the latter when a change in the working
stuff Is contemplated or desired, says
the Trinidad Advertiser.
Such an
employer, evidently, is the Santa Fe
railroad, which this week laid off 15
railway telegraphers with less than
sixty seconds' notice.
The discharges came like a bolt
out of a clear sky; the operators had
been performing their duties with
punctiliousness;
their accustonted
the operators returned to work the
same day all along the line, as indicated by reports from Las Vegas and
I .a Junta;
the operators, upon returning, found their places filled by
green students imported westward
from the telegraph school at Arkansas City, Kan. The operators, it Is
supposed, were "fired" from the service because they had affiliated with
the telegraphers' union and the
Santa Fe has little use for union
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It is understood that some of the
operators thus summarily discharged
have already been taken back, whethWAGON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES
n
men A
er as union men or
J. KORBER & CO., WHOLESALE
cannot be learned. At any rate, J. M.
s,
Kurn, superintendent from Las
2J2 NORTH SECOND ST.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.
N. M., arrived here yesterday,
and It is a logical deduction lacking
official tidings of the Imbroglio that
he has been made the arbiter of the
retention of the telegraphers 'obs;
yea, even from Ijx Junta to Trinidad,
Haton and Vegas. Mr. Kurn came In
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
yesterday on a special from the east,
which ran ns second No. 1, and arMALL, Proprietor
, R.
rived at 12:30 p. m. He left again
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftfor the east (La Junta) on No. 10,
ings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns an J Iron
which departed at 7:30 p. m. He will
return hence. In company with GenFronts for Buildings.
so
Hurley
Manager
eral
'tis said
Rmpmlr on mining mnd Mill Mmohlntry m polalty
on another special from the east, as
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. U.
second No. 1, at 12:30 p. m. Wednesday, but this time will tarry only 25
minutes, going westward, ho! as far
as Las Vegas, and, mayhap to
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Ottawa. Out., March 14. The seventh annual meeting of the Canadian
Association for the Prevention of
iind
Consumption
other forms of
tuberculosis has opened here, and
A public
will continue tomorrow.
meeting Is being held in the assembly
hall nt the Normal school, ut which
his excellency, tlo; governor general,
the chairman
Is presiding. Dr.
of the Ontario irovlnclal board of
upon
health, delivered a lecture
"Home Treatment of Consumption."
The members of ihe association and
citizens generally attended In large
numbers.

w

Per Cent Discount

sharp strides during the past few
years. The question of transporta
tion Is most Important,
and it it
therefore felt that the states which
have adopted some definite plan of
supervision and state aid should
disseminate the result of their ex
perlences as widely as possible for the
benefit of the other states. The state
of Pennsylvania has made large ap
propriations for this work. I am
Interested In the success of this con

A

A Knowledge of Forms, Knowledge of Functions and Knowledge of Products are all of the utmost value and in questions of life and health

-

i

-

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally

WHERE BIB LEAGUE

American League.
Philadelphia, Dallas.
Chicago, City of Mexico.
St. Louis, San Antonio.
New York, Atlanta.
Boston, Little Rock.
Washington, Galveston.
Detroit, Augusta.
National I rogue
St. Louis, Houston.
Chicago, New Orleans.
New York, Los Angeles.
Pittsburg, Hot Springs.
Philadelphia. Savannah.
Cincinnati, Marlln Spring.".
Boston, Thomasvllle.
Brooklyn, Jacksonville.
If you haven't time to exercise regularly, Doan's Regulets will prevent
They induce a mild,
constipation.
easy, healthful action of the bowels
without griping. Ask your druggist
for them, 25c.
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The OF
Vlue
Personal Knowledgi
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Is to clean up stock once

yearly and open season
with new goods.

With Ax.

1,500

THE POLICY OF THIS STORE

J

WorK Along.

pur-vrfiaa-
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PETER STOLYPIN THE MAN OF

New Developments In District. Mexican Boy Chops Chinese
Gardener to Death
Abundance of Labor Helps

BENEFITS

BTETOtJ

lUroCUERQTTS

HI

( liaiulici

Wm Railroad Avaaut
-

Colic,
Cholera a ad
Jiiarrlioeii Itemed).
This remedy ha been In use
over thirty ycurs and ha proved It
self to be the most successful remedy yet discovered for bowel complaints. It never fails. Sold by all
druggists.
lulu--
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Yet the
tullons located in this city.
organ
the
with
of this city is not pleased
bill, which makes such a royal ai
appropriation
lowance for this county.
Did anybody ever know it
to be pleaaed with anything which was for the benefit of
this county or city? For once the organ is consistent.

W. T. McCKKIGIlT,

STltlCKLElt,
Prenldent

What shall Albuquerque take in exchange for the
Is tho
nearly 1100.000 for her nubile institutions?
change from a bureau of immigration to an Immigration
VERY WISE VIEW
agent, of enough Importance to warrant us in crippling
The 1m Vrgas Optic hft the fullowlng to way about our Institutions in oruer that tho chunge may be pre
vented? There are some who are silly enough t'
the appropriations bill:
"The appropriations bill has passed the house an j vocnte this suicidal policy.
Is now up to the council. Never has a measure of this
Which Is of more value to Albuquerque, that ou.'
Kind been enacted by a territorial legislature that make
public Institutions get nearly $100,000, or that our oniy
Mich liberal appropriations for the educational, char
San original Danny Macpherson get his hand In the terriliable and other Institutions of New Mexico.
Miguel county Is generously provided for under the bill torial till as public printer? This Is a practical business
The Insane acylum, the normal, the Ladles' Relief so question for the people of this city to answer, and espeolely. all received Increased appropriations.
The meas cially for our buslnes men.
ures that are attached to the appropriation bill ex
Patrick Henry once exclaimed, "(live me liberty or
press the will of the lower house, and also the will of
me
the people of New Mexico. The appropriations bill, jut give me death!" Danny Macpherson says, "(!lve apas It stands, will prove entirely pleasing to the peopla the public printing, or death to the nearly $100,000
of New Mexico. If the councllmen from this district propriations for Albuquerque Institutions." Henry was
have the Interests of the territory at heart, and rnnro a patriot; Danny is a grafter.
particularly If they have the interests of San Miguel
What shall It profit nbuquerque, that the governor
county at heart, they will vote for the passage of th
1)111 In Its present form.
If this bill Is amended lit tha appoint the district attorneys and the Duke City lose
council and goes back 10 the house, there Is no tolling tin; nearly $100,000 in appropriations for her publl?
what changes may be made. If the pruning process institutions? Don't all answer at once.
begins. It may easily extend to appropriations to the San
XXX)OOOOOOCOXXXK0XXX)00X)00
Ix--t
Miguel county Institutions.
the council pass th
8
$
MOST PORTENTOUS STATE
appropriations bill Just as It stands If It wishes to act
according
to
the
In the interests and
the wishes of
I
OF AFFAIRS IN RUSSIA
people."
Business Manager.
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The Thaw case seems to be losing
Its hold on the front page. Some day
mere win be a final slip and a welcome plunge into oblivion.
A Florence, N. J., girl laughed so
long her parents took her to a doc
tor.
Maybe there Isn't any vaude
ville t neater In that town.
A woman In Cleveland knocked out
a thug with her pocketbook.
Thli
shows how much better It Is to carry
a pocketbook than to put your money
around your ankle.
"I wonder if Mucker's second wife
reminds him of his first."
"I doubt It.
Hut I think he reminds her of the first about a dozen
limes a day."
A Tonopah, Nov.. dispatch says a
man lost $300,000 there playing laro.
One might be able to believe the story
If the dispatch hadn't added:
"The
dealer persuaded him to quit."
Evidently Not a
In this Issue appears the announcement of W. C. Htack. of llarbourvllle,
announcing himself as a candidate for
railroad commissioner.
We know
very little of Mr. Hlack. Hyden
(Ky.) Thousandsticks.

iv iw,
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99
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BOOK

Protect Your Books from the sand
Storms by using the "GUNN"
tional Book Case. All sizes,

.

STRONG,

F. H.

Sub-trribo-

Sec-

House Furniture

"What's all that racket the chorus
girls are making?" the stage man-

Copper and Second

ager asked.
"Oh, nothing," replied the star.
"They're only denying to the reportThrough Ihe courtesy of J. U. Sloan, acting section
Great issues are pending In Russlu. People and ers that they ever knew Stanford
director of the weather bureau, Santa Fe, The Citizen zar are face to face. Will they clash? For behind the wnue.
bulletin: "Kebru
has received the following snow-fa- ll
moms mooay revolution.
What will the new
Tlils Ouitlit to l'ctcli Somctliimr.
ary was an unusually mild month. Very little or no ciasn
Willoughby Hruce and J. 13. Senders
douma bring to Russia, civil war or parliamentary gov
precipitation occurred until toward the close of th- - ernment?.
known here as members of the orThe douma Is fresh from the body of the are
phan
brigade, being the only orphan
month, when showers fell in the valleys of the north people. The protest of
was
at
the
voiced
Voters.
the
bachelors
here keeping bachelor's
'portion and snow In the mountain districts of the north- - polls
In a remarkable popular election that surprised hall. Each are seeking a "better
. rn counties.
The reporta Indicate that the snow is the world. The whole people exercised the suffrage for half," and have houses furnished
for
quite well drifted Into the numerous canyons and that !t the first time. The new uouma Is
her to step into and begin business.
body
a
radical
While this is a plain statement of
is frozen and compact. In several instances the enow-fa- ll more radical than the
first douma.
facts, it is, nevertheless, a well conreporters state that crusts of Ice have formed which
This representative body of the Russian people will ceived advertisement, and ought to be
"will retard the melting of the snow. An abundant sup
AUTOMATIC
demand constitutional government in spirit as well as fruitful of good results. Winchester
ply of water for the coming season seems assured, the in
form. It will demand a responsible ministry- - It (Ind.) Herald.
conditions being more favorable in the counties of the will demand land for
"How remarkable is the power of
the peasants.
north central section. The reports from the southern
Strange how some peoWhen the first douma made these demands the csar suggestion.
illple
reWatershed do not indicate a very great depth to the
are influenced by it."
dissolved the body.- - Will he dissolve this assembly also?
"Yes.
I've
often noticed It.
In
malnlng snow, the warm weather having caused rapid The present assembly Is
firm In saying that It will not fact, there was an exhibition of it at
melting, but still the prospects are not unfavorable. be
Is bold to say that arrayed be my house last night."
dissolved.
And
it
Nearly all sections report that the ground is thoroughly
"That's Interesting. What was it?"
hind It is organized and armed resistance. What does
"I suggested to my wife that she
saturated with moisture and that the prospective water this mean?
army
Does
mean
navy
it
and
that
the
over last summer's bonnet for
make
mipply is very good. "The average depth in the moun-tain- s
are with
people? Does It mean civil war? Does Kaster, and it took three doctors to
of the San Juan watershed is fifteen inches; in the it mean the
u,
that if a universal strike Is again declared there bring her out of her fit."
i i i urn MiitfB.irxvxM
Rio Grande, twenty-on- e
inches; in the Canadian and will be heroic,
bloody
victory
abject,
or
tragic
failure
song
Sing
a
winter,
of
northeast, twenty inches, and in the Upper Pecos, or again
repeated?
River full of ice;
over the Pecos forest reserve, about thirty inches.
Kverybody happy,
The situation is tremendously strained. There are
Sure of low price.
apparently
on either side strong enough to
When the river's thawing
There has never, In the nearly twenty-seve- n
years
effect
reconciliation.
The
douma
czar
and
are
al
the
Price begln's to soar.
during which Albuquerque has held regularly the terri- ready
Isn't that enough to make
How can peace be patched up? When
torial fair, been an official recognition of the fair as will at war. begin?
Everybody roar?
hostilities
What will be the outcome of
truly territorial. This city In all these years during
struggle
the
from
which
seems
to
neither
The
shrink?
which the fair has been one of the best cards in the
world asks these questions with a dire dread
MORTUARY
advertisement of the territory has been left to bear civilized
or wnat may soon happen In St. Petersburg and the
the heat and burden of the day without aid and with- empire.
out recognition.
The present legislature,
with .
Ixla Kt Kancrnian.
breadth of view which no one can fail to commend, ha
00XXXX0XXXXXXXXXXXXX)OCK0X)
Miss Lola K. Hanerman. aged 28.
years, and a resident of Tallahassee,
realised the territorial character of the fair held here,
TRANSFORMATION OF HARRIMAN
Fla., died at he hospital on March
and has seen the Importance of increasing its territor10.
She came here about six months
ial value.
Ten thousand dollars Is very material aid
the taxes.
THE RAILWAY WIZARD TODY
ago for the benelit of her health.
now, but its chief value lies in the fact of its being bu'
ine governor also signed a measAt the time of her death the Sisters
mining companies
had A. Borders take the body to his ure which requires
tne advance scout of an increasing following.
Shall rOOXXXXXX)000XXXXXXXX0
Invest 60 per cent of the money
The story of Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde Is somewhat undertaking parlors, but the death to
we fling the proffered gift, with all its promises of the
from the sale of stock in imnot announced to the press until raised
future, back into the faces of those who offer it? An! repeated in the strange translation, of E. H. Harrlman. was
provement and development of the
word
from
deceased's
the
relatives
property. This law will In a considwhat for? To please disgruntled Danny, who la inacl Two week's ago Mr. Harrlman was a gloomy pessimist, nau been received.
The parents of erable
measure give "wlld-cattera
s.
Everything was going to the
He could see me girt were heard from last nlirht solar
.because he won"t get the territorial printing.
plexus blow ns dishonest proand the body will be shipped to Flor-Id- a
no good in the hearing of the Interstate commerce comlonger
moters
no
will
to
be
allowed
tonight.
pocket all the money received from
' Speaking of the appropriations bill passed by the mission. When the hearing was held Mr. Harrlman
the sale of stock.
house of representatives, the New Mexican suld last frankly told the country how he, Herriman, the prii'liailcs Iiiiwler,
The governor also signed the fol
The funeral cortege with the re- night: That there will be some criticism by yellow sheet.? vate citizen, had sold several fine gold bricks to Harlowing
bills: A measure Increasing
mams
Charles Lawler will leave
that have nothing to lose and everything to gain by rlman the official. He then was seized with brilliant the lateofresidence,
salary of the public examiner to
the
115 North Fourth
strife and turmoil, by opposition to advancement and flashes of silence respecting the size and number of street, at 8:30 o'clock tomorrow $3,000; a measure legalizing the Inprogress, by unjustly and unfairly attacking men and this kind of bricks he had sold the confiding public. morning for the Church of the Im- corporation of Globe.
With the final stroke of his per?
maculate
Conception, where Itev.
measures, by libeling and slandering party leaders and He freely told what he hud done to Harrlman, but Father
freed several Clifton
Mandalarl will have char
of the governor
;nd
members of the legislative assembly who will not do coolly refused to tell what he had done to Alton stock- tho services. After tho funeral
Morencl residents from worry
sermon interment will be made In Santa for he signed the measure legalizing
their bidding, may be considered as sure; but that the holders.
the adoption by them of the New
All this as Dr. Jekyl. Then Mr. Harrlman followed Harbara cemetery.
bes( class of New Mexico citizens and the greatest numYork orphans whose disposition was
ber, of them, will approve the action of the assembly his evidence with the statement that President Roosesubject of litigation a year or so
the
'
ago.
In being liberal and fair not extravagant
man" but "undisciplined." GOV. KIBBEY
in provid- velt was "a
SIGNS
In the council
was
a measure
ing for the liberal support and maintenance of these He saw In the president a Samson pulling down the
passed Increasing the salary of the
Institutions, is not and cannot be doubted oy ralr mind- pillows of society about his head. All In his proper
superintendent of the Henson reform
DORAN MINE IAX BILL scnooi rrom xi.XOO to $2,500 per
ed men who are at all acquainted with the situation as person as Dr. Jekyl. Then, lo! Mr. Harrlman sudyear.
denly becomes an optimist. He rubs his hands cheerit exists,
I
The juvenile court bill passed the
fully over the prospects of business. He sets the coun
assembly and now needs but the sigNew Mexican:
The people of ..ev Mexico xeivi try a new lesson in ethics. He is a friend of the dear MINKS MIST PAY TKKKITOKY nature of the governor to oecome a
22 4 PKK CKNT OP Til Kilt
law. It is expected that the bill will
annually more than a million dollars to t.'olorado und public. Perhaps he has not been as open in his meth
OUTPUT.
be signed, it provides a special court
"other states for potatoes alone. Yet It haH Wen demon- ods as he ought to have been, etc, Hut now! He
for the trial of youthful offenders.
I
Would
public.
In
woo
the
He
would
walk
hand
potatoes
hand
can be raised at u profit In thi.--i
strated thut
Phoenix. March 14. Governor Kib- bey
sprung
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY,
Wednesday
a surprise
territory, Just as well as at Greeley, or In the San Luis with government.
He goes to Washington hoping he
x
he signed the lloran mine
valley, Colorado.
This Is especially the case In tho may see this "undisciplined" president of the republic, when
bill, which provides that mines shall WAN'TKD
To buy saddle horse nnd
Sacramento and Sangre de Crlsto ranges.
There and failing, promises to come again that the Joy of be assessed on the basis of 22 'i per
saddle. Hoom 20. Grant Hullding.
may
e full.
are thousands of quarter-section- s
o
It Is Mr. Hyde, and the cent of their output.
of land at an reconciliation
it had been reported that Governor! MoHt disfiguring skin eruptions.
altitude too high for wheat or corn that could bo mads dear public? The dear public wonders In its dim and Klbbey
scrofula,
pimples,
rashes,
etc.. are
bill
would
just
hold
the
until
to yield $00 to $100 an acre In potatoes. There is n. trustful way what Mr. Harrlman wants to steal next.
the day before legislative adjourn- due to Impure blood. Hurdock Hlood
good reason, except lack of enterprise or knowledge, to KXX0XCOOOCCCOCK
ment and then veto the measure. Hitters Is a cleansing blood tonic.
Hy this movement the opposition had Makes you clear-eyeprevent New Mexico raising $2,000,000 worth of potahoped to possibly defeat the bill.
toes, instead of only $50,000 worth, the amount raised
HONESTY REMAINS FOR ALL
Governor Kibbry .however, upset
in the territory last year.
these plans by signing the measure,
AGES BEST OF ALL POLICIES
thereby making it a law. In signing,
Governor Klbbey stated that while
The Citizen has received press bulletin No. 1J4. isthe bill In Its details did not meet
sued by the New Mexico College . f Agriculture, on Com
He good and you will be happy?
Not necessarily. entirely with his personal approval,
Judging and Seed Corn Selection.
The writer, A. C. He honest and you will succeed In business?
Not nevertheless he believed that If It
would accomplish what has been
Hartenbower, gathers his remarks under twelve divislecessarily. On the stage virtue is always trumphant claimed
its supporters, the measions, the explanations and directions in each of which over wrong, but it Is not always so In actual life. In ure is a by
step In tho right direction.
are short, clearly expressed, easily understood and prac- actual life vice does not always come to grief as does
In his message Governor Kibbey
tical.
stated that the previous method of
The Citizen advises its farmer readers to send the vlllluii in the book.
Knit I, like City ami I let urn 931.93.
taxing
had been totally inade- March
at once to the college, the postofflce address of which
30 to April 2.
Limit sixty
Hut there Is u large truth in these old ethical quate mines
he added that he sincerely days.
is Agricultural College, N. M ., and get a copy of th formulas. Hecause it remains a fact that, other things hoped and
the law would accomplish the
bulletin.
Mexico City anil
10.25.
Itcturil
being equal, the good man has a better chance for desired end of making the mining
happiness than the evil man. It remains a fact that, corporations pay their just share of April 25 tu May 18. Limit July 31.
The fundamental principle of all republican govern- other things being equal, the honest man Is more like
ment is that the majority shall rule.
That the minor- ly to be successful than the dishonest man. Character
ity shall rule is a suggestion repugnant to the very will always be a factor in the success equation.
xtrongest instinct of a free-borHence, all
American.
Goodness yoked to ability and energy will produce
exhortations that the republicans in the
strong character, while ability and energy yoked to
council shall get together, meaning that the majority
runs the chance of weakness.
vicious personality
Khali submit to the minority Is such corrupt balderdas'.i Sometimes you see the wicked llourish like a green bay
that even its smell is offensive.
tree and you conclude that lightness does not pay.
March 16, 1907
Their could be no greater mistake. Ignoble success,
The Citizen congratulates its eiglil.
.ui,l fellow after all. is only successful failure.
I'prlghtneHS and
See Us Before You Buy. The Grandest Display of Eastworkman, the Las Vegas Optic, o
ery vuluablo honesty do not (if themselves ensure success.
Much
ern Styles Ever Exhibited In Albuquerque Manisupplement of eight
I
wllir
it
success.
less do dishonesty and unrighteous ensure
Hued 111 connection with is regular daih
curing and Malrdresslng In Connection.
of yes. Honesty pays, and dishonesty and viclousness do not
terday.
This writer devoted som tifte. ii of the be.n pay.
What you learned at your mother's knee will
years of his life to labors of love for tin Mi adorn City, never be barred by the statute of limitations.
312
Avenue
and It pleases him much to liml hi- - man le fallen Upon
COOOCOOQX)0XXXXXXX)XX00000
uueh strong and able shoulders.
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Strong Block
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REFRIGERATORS
The Automatic
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Constructed on Scientific Principles.

i

CALL AND SEE THEM

Mcintosh hardware co.
Albuquerque. New Mexico

X D. Eakla, President
O. Olomi, Vice President.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
ktep
Wa

tvrytblna la stock

most fastidious

to outfit tho

bar completo

Hve been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhwcst
joe. ft.
8chllt2, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C Breweries; for
Green River, W. H. McBrayer-- e Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter,Yellowstone.
Mon!
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies toe numerous toT.J.
mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
"'K1 article as received by ug from the best
S?1.,!6111116
Series,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat a. Call and lnaseet
r
Stock and Prices, or write tor Illustrated Catalogue and Pries fclat
issued to dealers only.

'

well-meunl-

Humphrey

j

OVALS
HEAT w th the
Whole of it.
COOK with
Half of it.

clear-braine-

clear-skinne-
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MILLINERY

n

Simple,

Cheap,
Economical.
The Albuquerque

Gas, Electric Light
and Power Go.
Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

OPENING

Phone Red 98

Saturday

seven-colum-

n

Treanrer.

Success org to
MELINI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI A QIOMI.
WHOLKBALK BCALKRB IN

TIC.

j

d,

Mellnl, Secretary

Consolidated Liquor Company

s"

bow-wow-

Ctu.

O. Bichechl,

COAL

ln--

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
90.50
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
W.50
PER TON

1.

MEN MAY COME AND MEN MAY

Uoswell Hegister-TrlbunAll nl the .eo,;,. except
GO BUT OLD NATURE CONTINUES
Home teachers and others not familiar in .New Mexiio
and with the ollice of county superintendent, aiv again '.
O OOOO OOOOOOCXXXXOOOOOOCVXXXXX
changing the office to the appointive list. An appointed
A young Oxford student one day received an ungovernor appointing a board to appoint other men t expected visit from ills pretty sister and was very inmake other appointments is getting t.
far from the dignant that Khe came without a chaperon.
"Look
people who pay the freight.
here," said the young man, "I will not have any of
the fellows see you In my rooms, so if any one knocks
It is of sullkieiit importance to the people of AlliU at the door you Just get behind that screen."
In a
querque, that we shall rt fuse nearly $100,000 for ou few minutes a knock was heard and the girl ran bepublic Institutions, in order that the territory may have hind the screen as her brother went to open the door.
only one coal oil Inspector Instead or being divided into An old gentleman stood on the threshold, who, after

three dlstrictst, with un inspector for each district?
This question is like weighing a gnat against a pound
of gold.

profusely apologizing for his Intrusion, suld: "I am
Just home from Australia and many years ago I occupied these rooms.
Would yon allow me, sir, to look
at them mice again'."' "Certainly," said tile student,
The appropriations for Albuquerque iiislllutlons,
"com,, in." ".h!" exclaimed the old man, "everything
the bill which the house passed yesterday, are:
is Just the same. Same old table; wane old fireplace;
annually, $L'0,000; university for betterment of same old screen."
Then, catching alght of the girl:
plant, $35,000; dyke construction, $4,000; territorial fair, "Hy Jove! sum.- - old dodge." "Sir," exclaimed the stu$10,000; charitable institutions, same as last two years dent, "that is my sinter." "Gad. sir," was the rejoinder,
This is a liberal appreciation of the needs of the instl- - "same old lie." London Tatler.
t'ni-versi-
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West Railroad
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GOLD STAR SALOON
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Old
Heer Hall
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Place of Recreation.

First Class Wines Liquors and Cigars
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Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
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BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
$2.25 AND 92.75
FOR

602
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The Citizen Print Shop
Is

wtiere you can get the most for
" your money.
very.
We print
thing but greenbacks smd post.
V age stamps.
Either phone.

tl

uk.

Hut we

I

will

life

1

Shoemaking and Repairing
103 M. rirtt
V

IS

lio

m

e"

BAMPL AND
CLUB HOOMB

vr

Till; WORLD comin;
Beaven wii
TO?
SOUTH FIRST STREET.
yund
know hat th
.People
inhabit this part of it
ii
F TP ir,rla,ii to th,lr health, length of and

John

hnpplness if they eat Balling lina.
(Same thing true of our rolls, pirn and
other paatry. Sure you have the
nanie?

PIONEER BAKERY,
207 South

First Street.

V
V

TEE'S HOT ClIOCOIiATE.
TON'S Mil'G STORE.

V

If yon wsnt ea!ifl
VaVertislDS
trv an Evonlag Crusaoinwast ad.
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BOOSTERS

BUSINESS MEN

MEET PUBLIC MEETING

AND TALK OF

HONOR

SHOW GREAT

TAX LEVY

MRS

INTEREST

J. N. Coffin Questions Propriety of Club's Participation
In Political Matters.

paob mr

CITIZEN.

Committee Arranging For Re- Preponderent Opinion Says
Don't Fall to Get
ception to Senator Ross and
the Money.
Hermit Monday Night.

The Baby's Brti

Sip

Wfcat
does

should be a fitting accompaniment to all that important person's belongings.
Nothing is more
comfortable, sanitary and
safe than a

Metal Crib

These come in white and vernis martin.

tiic

For Ihe purpose of securing an ex
A Well-MaWire Mattress
A practical turn will be given to
and
mid members
Hugh Cameron, pression from our citizens, a reporter
Oeneral
of
visit
the
Ino
at
hold
club,
of the ItoosterV
dally
paper
rounds
In
nere
his
of
this
arrived
who
Hermit,
he
Kansas
rooms of the Commercial club late
completes this desirable piece. Sides drop down to allow
niro on a mission of vlndlca- -- gathered the following Interesting re
yesterday afternoon, developed Into ionivobIc
In answer to the
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were present.
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The senator has lived In this com- - best for Albuquerque that the city
II. W. Hopkins, president of the
unitv for many years and during all hall obtain the nearly $100,000 ap
board, waa the first to addre.
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an amendment
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ent regarding his important action. he council may nppolnt district at
council bill now before the legislaA committee of gentlemen, or whlen torneys in New Mexico?"
ture regulating the amount of school
are
V. l. liryan is
chairman,
funds, and he read this amendment
Providing our present district at
lannlng to hold a public meeting for
The bill now proto his audience.
- torney is not disturbed in the pos
Mon308-31- 0
purpose above mentioned on
Railroad Avenue
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with the Increasing of that amount.
ill deliver addresses and a musical tit of this city and county, our repre
As read yesterday, the amendment
will be sentatives at Santa Fe should vote to
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adapted
to
affair
the
and
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of
will ask for an Increase
The meeting will occur on secure these appropriations, and In
one-hamills, making the whole a rendered.
he evening of Oeneral Cameron's de- - irder to do so, as I understand it
ll
levy for the school fund.
and everything will be done thev would have to support the pres
Mayor McKee asked Mr. Hopkins if byarture
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committee to make the event ent appropriation bill or some modi
Puts System Into Your Business
ll
levy would ot the
he believed that a
only a fitting tribute to Senator fication of it.
b,e suillclent to provide for the schools
persons
L.
O.
interesting
BROOKS.
to
loss,
but
all
n case the high license bill should
appreciate the value of historic
dlspense'wlth a large number of the who
HEN you pay all bills by check, your business is recorded
.aste-.nowledge.
I am In favor of the bill; we need
saloons now paying revenue Into the
accurately.
Each Item shows for Itself. There la a corofmoney.
appropriations
The
the
were
gambling
houses
city, and If the
rect record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank
fered nre very' generous and as it is
closed, thus shutting off the revenue
book.
reliably reported that the councilman
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
L
from that source. Mr. Hopkins stated
For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou have positive
from this district is ottered tne sefrankly that he did not, and the
proof that you paid each obligation.
lection of district attorney for this
mayor then suggested that the amendmy opinion, that Albu
We give the same careful attention to both large and email
The following quotation were re district, it Is Bernalillo
ment be made to read that a 15 mill
county in genand
accounts.
t ii v livv he nnkpil for.
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ing, Albuquerque, N. M.:
G. W. HARRISON.
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maximum, applying only In cities of
appropriations. In
want
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those
New
Stocks.
York
10,000 Inhabitants and over, It was
fact, we need them badly, and we
115
Sugar
agreed that such an amendment American
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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need all of them. I think that eomo
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should be passed without any great Amalgamated
If not all of the objectionable clauses
113
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Santa Fe should compromise
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he knew the money was to be turned American
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the legislature for this city, and that
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city schools were now badly crowded
W. S. STRICKLER.
and there can be little quesSummary of Conditions.
for room, that other teachers were
saler If they sold us and we cut
tion as to tha future of the district
New York, March 14. Americans
needed, and that even new school
We should have the appropriations,
now
the price.
enterprising capitalists have
buildings must soon be built if the in London strong, i to 1 above par thev are ours by right. I am for come that
Open Day and Night.
to realize Its possibilities. Among
We Informed him that we were
increase in attendance continues. ity. Two failures on London stock county uttoineys to be elected by the tiie most prominent of the developing
Urought face to face with the position exchange.
people ami an election should be held properties of the county Is the lnn
not In the habit of acepting dictaMeals at all Hours. First Class Service Private'
Bank of England rate unchanged.
for their election within ninety days. o't'arroll group, located near the
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feeders
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tory. but he insisted that the citizens
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and not the Boosters' club were the bulls
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Sheen
Lucca Olive Oil
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It was also dec ided at the meetin
yesterday to ask the governor for hi
Money Market.
1.00 to $1.60
Watches Cleaned
COUNTY
proclamation setting March i as Ar
M iln Springs
$1.00 to $1.50
New York, March 14. Prime mer- BERANLILLO
hor day. The Itoosters' club hopes to cantile paper $6.00 4i 6.00 ; sliver
Nickel Alarm Clocks llepaired . . .50c
have a large number of trees planted 67 TI money on call, strong, 6f 25
Work l'ully Guaranteed.
on this day. and Mayor McKee will per cent.
DISTRICT COURT
110 West Gold
uive some time and study as to in
Avenue
best location for such work to be car
St. Ixiiils Wool Market.
A.
ALWAYS fRESIITASIY
l ied on.
Kt. Louis, March 14.
Wool steady,
Hi
Letters, descriptive of the
1
Oscar lloebel, a resident of Valenand unchanged.
I
PROTECTS o av
(irande valley, with particular stress
cia county, has tiled suit in the disS. PATENT.J1
Spelter Market.
laid unon the Inducement for enter
trict court against Victor liaca, from
prise In the city of Albuquerque, will
St. Louis, March 14. Spelter sie.tdy whom he aiks damages in the sum
of $500. Goebcl alleges that Huca enbe published In tne ttartn, tne sam
16.00'u 6.30.
o
a
work
part
as
of the
Ke's Journal,
tered Into a tract of his land and that
Metal Market.
Ihe Itoosters club.
he now holds unlawful possession of
Xew York, March 14. Ieail weak. the same. The land Is a small tract
near Los Jarales.
For catarrh, lei me send you free, IiI.imi 8.30; copper cpuiet,
DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
just to prove merit, a trial size box
Manuel Seyba lias tiled suit in the
SALK.
ITR'ND
of Dr. Snoop's Cough Remedy. It la
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
dark brown mare, two whiti? district court for a divorce from his
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wears
a snow white, creamy, healing antl bindtiii- feet,
white In forehead, long wife, Aurora Mirabae Keyba. He says
the longest, moat economical; full measure.
STATIONERY
septic balm that gives Instant relief mane and tail. Will be sold at the in his complaint that they were marPATENTS,
CONFECTIONERY,
DRUGS,
Planter, Lime, Cement.
BUILDINO
PAPER Always In stock.
l.
to catarrh of the nose ana throat city pound, Monday, March 18th, at ried November 24, 1S02, at Kan
Faint Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
nd that tha woman left him In
Make the free test and see. Address 10 ii'i l'i k a m.
November, IHU5. He charges
FIRST STREET AND OOATj AVE. AUiVQIERQIK, XEW MEX.
THOMAS McMILLIN.
323 South 0cont Btrpit
Ir. Snoop, Racine, Wis. Large Jars
t'ity Marshal.
10 cent. Sold by all druggists.
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Breakfast-Bel- l

mean in

ALBERT FABER'S

yout

household-- -

Light,

lf

ten-mi-

....

A Checking Account

whole-- s

some Biscuit

ten-mi-

ed

L

made with

'

W

Dr. PRICE'S

Baking Powdet?

The Bank of Commerce

ot unwholesome food made with an
alum baking powder?

It is worth your while to inquire.

Chas. L. Keppeler
DEALER IN

FURNITURE

Maple Flake

MATTRESSES

315 and 319 South Second Street
ALBUQUERQUE, N ill

two-thir-

one-fift-

Santa Fe Restaurant

$65,-000,0-

1-

w--

Under Savoy Hote
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
Convenience - Comfort - Security

LEASE

FOR SALE, TRADE

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

i'1--

ONLY SHOI '

;

;

TOWN

MISS LUTZ

;

MATTEUCCI

MILLINERY

DRO.

4

HtVLIl a ALL
l$

BREADS

GROCER HAS IT

Get Busy

rrrr

My Prices for Work

N. H. ANDRUS

J.

Am

K REM IS

DRUGGIST

254.

Ka-fae-

FRENCH BAKERY

LU.

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

FAGS

ALBUQUERQUE

8UL.

W1 0 E
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aBaaaaaaaaaaa

History of Origin. Remarkable
Progress, and Wide Diffusion In Christian Lands.

rro nnnuirn

to

nnmrn

ernment refused to nllow Ihem on
the Held. Then a few were permitted
to go, nnd when the value of their
help was recognized.
Kurokl and
.! ma
went In poison to the tents
itnd asked for further help of this
Mind,
while the emperor sent his
personal check for $5,000 to further
the work.
At nearly all of the street car barns
In the United States the Y. M. C,
A. forces have fitted up work rooms
to be occupied by conductors
nnd
momotormon during their spare
ments. There nre over 20.000 clerks
and mechanics numbered among the
members of the organisation at this
time. The colored department has
more than doubled its attendance In
the pnst six years, nnd now owns
property to the value of 1158,000. A
native Indian. Arthur T. Tlbhotts, or
"Walking Horse."
has organized
more than forty associations among
his own people, the Sioux.
the Salvation Army, the Y.
had its origin In ICngland.
Two clerks In a carpet store, lonely
country boys who had come to Iahi-do- n
to make their way. decided to
establish :i club where young men of
good character could come together
for mutual beneiit nnd entertainment.
s
These two boys were (leorgo
They
and Kdward lteaumont.
fellow
called a meeting of their
clerks nnd put the plan before them.
The Idea was hooted at first, but
finally ten members were secured,
and the first meeting was held In a
garret. That was June 6. 184 4. The
club outgrew the garret In a short
time. In seven years the movement
had spread to Scotland. Ireland, Canada and the United States. The first
association on this side of the ocean
was formed in Hoston in 1851, and
In June, 1901. a Jubilee anniversary
was held In thnt city with 3.000 delegates from the United States and
foreign lands. Today there are In
America over 400.000 members, and
of this number 65,000 are boys under the age of eighteen years. In
the rest of the world there are about

SHOPMEN
RETURN

10 WORK

f.

ROW THAN EVER BEFORE

Greatest

EffoM. Except Religion.

For World's Betterment.
lly Krwlorlo J. Iliiskiii.)
A prominent worker In the Young

lea s Christian Association has said
it could answer the roll call of
club, a hotel, a church,
am recreation
niverslty, a gymnasium, a real es
or a home, and
corporation
tate
prove Its claim to any of these name.
TMs noclety owns over 600 club
hnuwn, and the value of Hs land and
In the United States alone
fcoildlng
In
er $42,000,000. In almost every
city tt has facilities for entertaining
1rafent quests In a fashion as good
sbk! less expensive than the average
hotel; It la prepared to conduct
services when and where they
sure needed; It Is educating a body of
Indents 19,000 strong, who can be
.admitted on cert Ideates to scores of
y
onetpen; it has gymnasiums so
equipped and under such exceptional Instructors that Dr. Ander-m- s.
of Tale, not long ago remarked:
"Tfcty are the finest body of special-M- a
In physical
training In the

A

A.

thor-aifthr-

rid."

"What I like about your work,"
aid President Roosevelt to a body of
sen representing the T. M. C. A
"la that you mix religion with corn- -

sense.
This is done by the
Id and simple method of being
m friend and comrade when one Is
Bteoded. by helping the man himself,
k-caring for the body and mind as
well aa for the soul, by proving that
M 4a best to do our work In the most
conscientious fashion, and to
be fitting oneself for better
work.
The manner In wnlch this
creat organization is reaching the
young may be shown by the statesmen t that if the boys In all the departments could be brought together
they would make nn army more than
twloe as large aa that commanded by
Hood when he was opposing Sherman
aa Georgia.

300,000.

"

of Its practical ideas
the work has spread with great
rapidity.
In Cuba. President Pulma,
was one of the charter members. In
Russia. Prince Peter, of Oldenburg,
brother-in-laof the czar. Is the
head of the association. In Manila
300 Americans and natives pass dally
In and out of the clubhouse doors.
secretaries
There are sixty-seve- n
from the United States, assisted by
forty-si- x
native secretaries, at work
In the foreign fields, with centers In
such places as Buenos Ayres, City of
Mexico, Melbourne, Seoul. Shanghai,
Calcutta and Kyoto. The governments of India and Japan not only
give financial aid to the work, but
recognize the Y. M. C. A. as a po
tent and essential factor in the de
velopment of their countries.
On account
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BAND AND ORCHESTRA

16 ACTING PARTS2

14 MUSICIANS
RISES

li.lt,

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
Capital,
New Account
1B, 000.00.

and

SMKRa

.

OFFICBRS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luaa, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier: IT. J.
Johnson, Asst. CaaMer; Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baidrldgw, Sat-m- oa
Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. H. Cromwell

er

Our Prices
All Kinds

Our Work

Commercial Printing

Pamphlet

ATCXOBOX, TOPEKA AJTD SANTA

TO

lm

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUmmQUZ, NEW MEXICO

omcmB amo Dimmer oif

JOSHTTA 8. RATNOLD8
M. W. FLOURNOT

Jtaa rrwMea
....Caaaiar

FRANK McKHB
R. A. FR06T
H. F. RATNOLDS

Mnat Cashier
Director

u.

romiToar

.

Authorised Capital
896,0d9Jfl
Paid Up Capital. Sarphis Bad Profits
fSSO.DM.oa
Depository for AtcMsea, Tspcka k Ssata Ft Rsdvajr Compaay

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEf

MEXICO

. . .

CAPITAL.

$100,000.00

SURPLUS FUND

20,(LHMUDO

.

With ample Capital, Conserratlre Management and Representative
Board ot Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled faellitfes
for the transaction of all legitimate branches of Banking
.
Business.

Catalogue Work

O. N. MARRON,

HERNDON,

President; Wm.
Cashier;

FAKR, Vice President; J. B.
ROT McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
Paint Now
...PUBLISHED

before the vines are rreea aad climb-inf- r
in your way, before the (Towers
will shame the appearance of your
building. "Twill be a better job and
will do no harm to your plants. As
to the paint itself, you can get noae
better lota worse than if your baying of paints, oils, varnishes, pwtty,
etc., is done at

BY...

The Citizen Publishing Co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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GRANDE

LUMBER

"OLD RELIABLK."

CO.

Corner Third and Marquottm

aa00000
B. PUTNEY

ESTABLISHED
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DEPOSITS
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SAVINGS
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dent from the ruling of General Manager Sullivan, who had sustained the
position taken by Superintendent
Smith of the machinery department,
with whom the wage negotiations had
SCCNC IN ACT TWO.
been conducted nt St. Louis head
quarters.
Vice President Clarke told the com
mittee that under no circumstances
would the Oould management disturb
the parity established for the ma
chinists and the bollermakers hi the
scale of wages adopted for all the
shops on the system, and that it would
-be useless to press their demands any
further. Including the advance of i
Caieiarw anal Mechanical EHacta
cent, granted last November, the man
Specialties Cerrect Stag
agement would adopt an Increase of
Settiwga Etegant Coatumea Traveling in Two Pullman Cara.
3 cents, dating from March 1. and
the order to that effect would be bul
ONE NIGHT ONLY. CURTAIN
AT
letined at all the shops at once. No
YOU MAKE NO MISTAKE BV ATTENDING THE EILEK SHOWS
further concession need be looked for.
The committee returned with this
Information, which will be duly promulgated by the officers of the union.
pointed to defend.
It ends the controversy and it is JUDGE PARKER IS
Territory vs. MaTgarlto Basques,
reunlawfully drawing a deadly weapon;
understood that the men have all
plea of not guilty; set for second
turned to work.
General Manager Sullivan will reHOLDING
COURT Tuesday. Frank: J. Write appointed
to defend. Basquez was also Indicted
ceive tomorrow at St. Louis headquarters the committee of engineers
for
and the same order
purpose
adjusting
for the
of
rules
made In such case.
Silver City, N. M., March 14. The
governing their employment.
The
Territory vs. Daniel McKenzie, Inwage scale was agreed upon at the time of the court has been almost ex- dicted for burglarizing the Santa F
clusively occupied in hearing the tes- depot here; plea of not guilty.
Joint conference In Chicago.
timony in a Socorro county case of
W. R. Jackson and J. C. Hansen vs.
va Slpe. The testimony John R. Patterson and R. E. Patteraoddard
IS GETTINO MATKRIAL
was
Saturday
concluded
evening.
non-su- it
son;
HOOKLI7T
taken.
FOB RAILROAD
General
Territory vb. Jose Domlnguez, InTraffic and Passenger
Orancl Jury Report.
Agent H. M. Erhard of the Santa Fe,
Eagle Drug Mercantile Co. vs. the dicted for carrying deadly weapon;
will leave Wednesday morning on a board of commissioners,
et al.; taxes plea of not guilty; set for second
valley
trip through the Mesllla
and assessed against
American Con- Wednesday.
the Rio Grande valley as far north solidated Mining the
The grand jury investigated the
company
as Albuquerque, for the purpose of years 1005 and 1906 abated. for the killings of Demetrio
Sambrano by
compiling data for a small volume
Deputy Sheriff Wayne Kstes, and Gro-vGlogla
vs.
V.
appellee,
Ancheta,
de
which the company Is preparing for Petronello Chacon, appellant; judgCaraway by Ross Sloan, and In
the press. Illustrating the resources ment for appellant.
both cases returned no bills.
and attractions of southern New MexTerritory vs.
Tbarra, indicted
ico and El Paso, says the El Paso for murder, pleaPablo
Subscribe for The Citizen and set
of not guilty; set for
News.
news.
ap
ttie
Tuesday.
W.
second
B.
Walton
The advertising department of the
local Santa Fe office has been busy
for some time compiling data with
which to represent El Paso In the
booklet. Illustrations of many points
of interest in the city and a sketch of
the city's past and of Us future possi5j .
bilities will be given. The brochure
will be bound in paper covers and
1
is right
will be called the New Mexico Folder.
are right
Only the southern part of New Mexico
will be represented. It is thought the
office in Denver will be able to get
the work, off the press within the next
month as one of the spring publications of the road.
NORTHERN PACIFIC LOSES
l'ALOUSH LAND SUIT
Having Added Large Inyoices of New Type Faces
controversy
The twenty-year-ol- d
between the Northern Pacific Railand
Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You
road company and Jacob and Margaret Blaght over the possession of
lands in the town of Palouse, Wash.,
on which are located the company's
warehouses, water tanks, etc, has
All Kinds of
and
been decided by the supreme court of
the United States favorably to the
Slaghts.
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Capital sad Surplus, $ioy,uco

SHEEP AND CATTLEMEN

The

ALBUQUERQUE

Wittirn Mtlodrama In Fivi Acts by Hal Raid

WHAT WILL BECOME OF

M--

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

PRODUCTION

KING It CATTLE RING"
A

iM.

MARCH M,

committee representing' the

Vniplnyed on the (loujd
Mounlines, the Missouri Pacific-Iro- n
tain, went to New York, accompanied by President Dunn of the boiler-maker- s'
union, and held u confer
S. Clarke
ence with Vice President
question.
on the
It
will be remembered that the strikers
at all the Uotild shops went back to
work at the November scale of wages,
(lending an appeal to the vice presi

When money is needed, it Is either
given by the public or earned by the
They are building a
association.
new clubhouse every five days, and
money
It takes
to do It. Sherman,
Tex., needed 331.000 and raised it
In two weeks. Knoxvllle, Tenn., re
cently raised 170.000 in a short while.
Baltimore raised 1500,000 in thirty
Va.,
days, and Richmond,
raised
225,000 In the same length of time.
Portland, Ore., now wants a new
building, and Judging from the usual
enterprising way In which that city
Are you a stranger, eager for work does things, it will not be satisfied
mad capable of doing your best wuen with anything short of a fine one.
at i offered? Oo to the nearest Y.
Membership is Increased as rapidly
ML C A. building and see what the
urloyment agency can do for you. as money is raised. Topeka, Kans.,
members in one day, and
Too nn lodge there for the night, added 502111.,
added 6 members in
save your bath and a good meal and Decatur,
Be ready to face the world again af- the same time. Newport News, Va.,
its membership in one day.
ter a good night's rest. Do you want doubled
improve your spare time studying The most conmopolltan club In the
A.
ttor some better position, or to rise world is perhaps the Y. M. C.
Its memwa your own trade? The T. M. C. building in Washington.
A. has night and day classes that bership is drawn from all over the
visitors from all over
embrace ail the English branches, country, and Its building
in the capimathematics, the sciences, business the world. Its
to
is
city
be the most comsaid
tal
eoorees, law, oratory, mechanics, art,
Ote foreign languages everything in plete of Its kind In existence.
schools, colleges and
fact that may
offer, and the tuition CINCINNATI KENNKIj
CLUB SHOW OPKNS.
is free to those who have paid a
Cincinnati. O.. March 14. The an
ill annual fee of about 115.
nual show of the Cincinnati Kennel
It
"Boston. Detroit and several other club has opened in Music hall.
'large cities have added a course for is a three point show, that Is, over
Cause of Stomach Trouble.
It is the only
chauffeurs to the regular curriculum. 500 dogs are entered.
When a man has trobule with his
Everywhere there is specializing In show held this year In Cincinnati, un
you may know that he Is
auspices
of
the
American
der
the
stomach
as
the need arises,
different branches
prizes are eating more than hs should or of
for the one great thing aout the Kennel association. The large.
The some article of food or drink not
T. M. C A. is that broadness of spirit numerous and the entries
suited to his age or occupation, or
which makes it modify Its aim to attendance is large.
that his bowels are habltua'ly
aaeet the needs of the people whom It
Stops earache In tow minutes; constipated.
Chamberlain's
Take
aervea. Near Denver, for example,
farm where as- toothache or pain of burn or scald In Stomach and Liver Tablets to reguthere is a sixty-acr- e
the
sociation members with tuberculosis Ave minutes; hmoarseness, one hour; late the bowels and Improve
are srnt and offered a good chance muscleache, two hours; sore throat, digestion and see If the trouble does
samDr.
Klectrlc
disappear.
fight
Thomas
not
hours
a
twelve
air,
for
Ask
free
to
the disease with fresh
ple. Sold by all druggists.
sunshine and friendly companionship Oil. monarch over pain.
to help them.
Are you a foreigner?
Whether
you have come from the T, M. C.
A club in the old country or not,
poor chances are better for assimilating American Ideas if you are thrown
with the men of the association over
here. In Troy, New York, there are
ten nationalities in one club, eagerly
studying American history and
themselves
with the
growth and aims of American insulations.
In New York there is a
building for Frenchmen
31OO.0U0
stockmen,
One of our prominent
Cattle and sheep men are wonAt DeKalb, 111., there Is a
aione.
who Is the owner of several hundred
achool maintained by the Y. M. C dering what will become of their in- acres of land In this vicinity, expressdustry if the present influx of settlers ed himself In this way:
.A. for the American a Finns.
"Whenever
keeps up. says the Spanish American. my land, by reason of Us farming posyou
you
are
man
a
railroad
If
on sibilities, becomes worth 35 to 310 an
depending
who
been
have
Those
now the many places along your
free government range for tho acre, 1 consider it too valuable to run
route where a fellow, tired and dirty the
of their stock and many of sheep or cattle on, and if farming H
run, feeding
after a long and nerve-rakin- g
have realized that In a few shown to be a success (and he bethem
ran drop In and have a bath, a good years they
be "up against It" for lieves It will be) my land will be much
dinner and a quiet smoke In the oil pasturage, will
they have secured more valuable farmed than if It bo
Hard room. This Is the best substi- posesslon orunless
of sulriclent graz- used as a range."
tute there is for your home on the ing land to control
support
their sheep or
It would seem that the day of the
other end of the line. You and the cattle.
sheep and cattleman U over.
other 84,000 railroad members had The man who, without having ac- small
Industry will have to be left to
This
no Kurh touting place as this thirty quired any large holdings of land, but the owner
of large tracts where stock
years ago. Nobody seemed to care who
has been making his living from may run undisturbed by settlers seekwhether you rested or not. Just so a small
or
flock of sheep
bunch of ing homes.
you
In time for the work next
open range, of necessity,
And who will say that the settler s
duy. No wonder that Home of the cattle on the
up
range
by tillers not a boon to the country? He comes
Is
taken
when
his
men drank, and with veiled eyes and
unsteady hands rushed pant danger of the soil, will have to go out tt with brains and energy which he conbusiness. Rut If this land in small centrates on one small tract, and with
AKTialn, to Htrew the line with ap
farms is also valuable to him In tho Intelligence and hard labor makes thi
flailing wrecks.
same way, and he will not suffer by small tract produce manyfold more
He establishes
Are you a worker In a mine or fac the change of business, for If It be than it ever did.
tory? Then at noun when you get possible for theso settlers to make a cities, churches, schools, and with
out your dinner pail some pleasant, living by farming on 160 acres of land, hard, common tense, aids in legislaearnest fellow may drop' In and aRk It certainly is valuable to him In the tion which Is productive of great good
you some questions.
to civilization.
h ive you a line way.
rood place to spend your evenings?
Wouldn't you like to come over to
the gymnasium and huve a swim, or
4u a stunt on the parallel bain, .or
the
Safe
hear the new piano, or
Helpful Beverage
'h 4
atrreoptlcan views? Anyway, It's a
Kod place to rest awhile before bed(H)Ol) U i r I: .is (Me ,st. .mac It to perform its
time." lie knows you are tired and
perhaps lonely, and you will do well
It u:U tU .!iL,cs!i.ii.
ofikes.
'J'lio percentage of
ls invitation.
to t
tiln hoi i:i gnml l .i M,.:yMnall. t.iHil) beer
m
Ktiitlent?
There
'VVncr
iicu lies tiic thirst ami refreshes instant.mi a rn
axe 64,000 of your uge and with your
ly nml naturally. Atiili U s ilrink Wiener beer when
ambitions who have already amuatea
1 lie y k:w that it is k01"! for theru.
iu training.
thmftplvM with thA work of the Y.
at. '. A., and are eagerly helping
Have not ueen at
others. They, too,
thin lonir. The intercollegiate move
ment was Blurted in 1 S 7 7. llefore
fight
that time boys were allowed Asto early
out their loneliness alone.
LI
as lst.8 the Btate universities of
Michigan
and Virginia organized
M.
C.
Y.
A..
lit
timll.x
the
niiil..tit
:i' v.Ii:te whole-- :mn!ess cl .'llata fleers ;i nre.
hut the great growth of the work
isetermit.cil by the Hi. it Mt tl .Ml, months before it
has been of mole m recent years.
ciunes to y,,u.
I'liic, sparkling water hops
I. '
mf
Are you a soldier or a sailor?
barley unit lucvuil ami matured iu the good
Then you know the work. The tents
Bkiti w.iv. Thu ideal home beverage.
wheie you went to write your letters
home from Cuba, l'orto Jlico, the
I
I'hilippincH, and various other camps
iMIUVAUKE: VALDLATZ DREWING CO., MILWAUKEE
war.
during the tipanlsh-Amerlea- n
ie generally furnished by ttie
out
tt. ". A. Lust year they sentmaga-ainc.s
something like eighty tons of
for your use. Japan can tesufy
In the efficiency of the association
l or huio by h.
bOllA
Co.. Albuauerqae, New Mexico.
work in the army. At llrsl the gov
ly
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Boiler Makers Appeal to New
York Finally Decided by
Vice President Clarke.

Will-lam-

Everywhere it Is Recognized as

TlIlUftDAf,

IN A SPECIAL BUILT

I.Ike

M.

EVENING CITIZEN.

New Mexico's Leading

Afternoon Newspaper
c

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of StaDle Groceries In
In the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
3

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
I CIRCULATION COUNTS, o oi

RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

!
M.

aKoaoavoa00Kao
THE
Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marquette

Albarjaerqae, New Mexico

f

TOTTRfiDAY,

MARCH 14, 1M7.
Wa ara axclusWa agents for

Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet
pantry, cupboard and work
table combined. The only cab
top,
inet with an aluminum
made of the a&me material M
hlfh trad eooklnff titenallt.
bright and
Can b waahed
clean In an instant, ready for
This
bread and
li only one of the many goad
A

cake-makin-

i

FIVE LIVES SACRIFICED TO

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE
,
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features.
Write for booklet whether you
buy or not It U a plearar to
deshow you thla labor-earin- g
vice.

fiwsiiiKntttNCuiwr
Orlfbt, IK, j H. m.0.
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ARE

RAILROADS

AFTER COLLEGE

of Traffic Creates
Need of Men With

Growth

OUR CLOTHING FOR BOYS

J. D, EMMONS
111K FTJRNITCRF. MAX.

take pride in having their boys well dressed,
involves correct style. We are as particular
about boys' styles as about men's but careful that exclusive-nes- s
does not mean high price. Our boys' section was never
so full of novelties never seemed so bright. You are welk
k
come to look never under obligation to buy.

MOTHERS

Corner Ool and Second.
West End V tad net rhone ST

and the roadmaster and a large force
of men have begun the work or un
loading and lavinar the new steel.
pound
The rails are of eighty-fiv- e
steel and It is the purpose of the
comDany to replace the entire track
from Piercevllle to Syracuse with the
and
new steel. Between thlrty-flv- e
forty cars of material are now on the
sugar
the
factory
and
near
the
track
work Is being rushed.
The company is making Improvements along he entire ling between
Newton and La Junta and the equip
ment of this section is in line with
An appro
the other improvements.
priation was made by the company
purpose
of double
recently for the
tracking west of Newton and it is
likely that this will be done later.
The men in charge of laying the
new track say, however, that it will
not be done at this time.
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A Full Line of Boys' Pants, All Styles, just Received
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NERVIEST

COMING

$200 REWARD.

EVENTS

la offered for the capture o
tlmo Pettlna, the murderer of
datto Berardlnelll. Crime was
mltted In Albuquerque Monday.

ALMANAC EVENTS.
17.
St. Patrlck'a Day.
AI-Iruary 4.
March
MT)TLE
STATUS
WANTS
i
Trained Brains.
C. A. and C. QRAND1
.I'ri'LE MAN IN NKHRASKA AtlED
TO IX)IJX)W WISCONSIN'S I.EAD VOl'NU
March 1. Spring beglna.
MAN
IXJR
EXECUTED
W. B. Riddle, traffic manager of
4, WASN'T AFRAID WHEN HE
Sunday.
24.
March
Palm
MURDER
OF
WAS
WHICH HE
system, said
Rock Island-Frisc- o
FEU, TO ltOTTOM OF DEEP March 25. Lady Day;
Philadelphia, Pa., March II. Men the would
INNOCENT
not be surprised if the west
AND TRAGIC
It
wife college training are to be in he
WELL.
question
railroads should take the
DEATHS
OF
SWEETHEART,
greater demand on the Pennsylvania ern
passenger
Into
the
fares
of
reduced
AND CURE TH
March 29 Good Friday.
The manage-a- rt courts.
FATHER, IIHOTHEH AND SISrailroad henceforth.
know this matter has been
Nebraska City, Neb., March 14.
is la making special efforts to se- discussed"I informally,"
March 31 Eaater Sunday.
RKAIj SLATER
FOLLOW
TER
said,
"but
he
only
Is
city,
Raymond
of
Weber,
this
real
cure aDDrentlces who have a
WITH
May 30 Memorial Day of O. A. R.
prepared to say that any
NOW FOUND.
4 years old, but he has won dlstlnc
The man who I am not
technical education.
line of action has been aeier
Hon of being the nerviest little man
at proves. himself, other things ,i detinue upon.
me
no1
01
- .i..Mo tn minea
action
i
In Nebraska.
ine
Rheumatic Iains Relieved.
Special Correspondence.
Raymond Is the son of Mr. and
the railroad than the one who has ious inconvenience. We did not have
Chamberlaln'a Pain Balm relieves
14.
Berlin,
March
of
The
sacrifice
playing
was
Mrs.
He
Weber.
get
along
Frank
without
to
bee forced
rheumatic pains and makes sleep
time to revise our rates. All we could five lives, through a tragic Judicial
traeaing.
and rest possible, which la alone
was to notify our agenta of the error, has Just been revealed by the
With the tremendous New York do
worth many tlmea Ita cost. B. F.
passage
them
and
law
Instruct
of
the
tOe ft 11.08
a
confession
of
criminal
notorious
improvements
of the Pennsylvania
Crocker, Esq., now 84 yeara of age,
conform with Its provisions In com that he committed a murder In the
LOS
Fm Trias.
yeara
twenty
and other extensions all along the to
of
the
and
for
Justice
puting
fares in Nebraska. In that ter Prussian province of Schleswlg six
line there is the increasing need for rltory the
peace
Martlnsburg,
aaa:
Iowa,
at
operation
much
is
cost
of
years
ago,
Bnroat and Uuickeat Our for a
operating men and engineers of ex- greater than It is in the east, and man was for which an innnocent
"I am terribly afflicted with aclatte
executed.
THROAT
and LTTKO TROUB
New posiMAN
INNOCENT
THE
perience and Judgment.
DEPPE,
my
and
arm
in
left
rheumatism
there are other conditions with which
was
BACX
A young girl named Missen
MONEY
or
LES,
tions of responsibility are being cre- we
botAND
hip.
EXECUTED,
WAS
I
have
used
right
UIS
three
WHO
legtsla
to contend that the
strangled to death in the town SWEETHEART,
ated and must be filled. Every year tureshave
tles of Chamberlaln'a Pain xJalm and
seem not found
states
LOUISE STEIN
several
of
the
receiving
Nordburg,
of
August
Pennsylvania
been
and
has
aale
the
it did me lots of good." For
have taken Into consideration. Look Deppe was Immediately arrested on Fl'RT, W1IO COMMITTED
SH
applications
for employment from to
by all drugglata.
I
It is suspicion. Deppe was the youngest CIDE.
what they did in Wisconsin.
Dr. Williams InAfaanfe
about twenty college men, most of only
be
example
should
an
Ointment will earn Bit,
of
what
institupastor.
son
of
local
of technical
Protestant
the
then graduates
Bleeding
and Iwaktaar
every
commonwealth).
done in
He had received a university educa rocks below. His married sister was
tions. The company is taking steps commission
Piles. It absorbs the tamm.
inquire
to
appointed
was
allays the licking atnnce, aata
to get applications from a much larg- Into the advisability of enacting a 2 tion and was about to enter the divorced from her husband andlife.was
us a ooultlce. slvea Instant a
service as an offdal of the driven mad by the ruin of her
er amber.
It continued its in kaiser's
lief. Dr. Williams' Indian Pile f
Now, after six years, the murder
administration
"We must have more college men ves't.gation law.
Provincial
ment
reported
eight
Isnrecared for Plleaaaluat
and
montha
on a notorious
line," said one of the offiea
ing or tne private parts. Everr
The police, convinced that they has been fastened Tesanow,
a
fare law In Wisconsin
was
wno
named
criminal
wa.
cials, speaking of the company's im- that
warranted.
Br dnu alFta. t nail
ex
had found the real culprit, were
ot nrtre. Mt eents and (LOO. Willi f
provements and need of new men. would be unjust."
collecting evidence in Nordburg at that time. The poa
tremely
in
active
rropa,.
UMUFJICTu-RINCI.,
Clrvaland.
ua
not
Incontrovertible
"Of eourse. being a graduate Is
against him. On the night of the lice have collected guilt,
AS LINES MAY
and Tesaeaoagh in itself, there has to be abil- II ARRIM
FOR SALS BT 8. VANN A OH.
young Deppe was absent evidence of Tessnow'a
FACE STRIKE OF TRAINMEN murder,
now himself, on being arrested on
ity te insure promotion. There will
or
two
from
his
home
for
three
A strike of the orders of railroad hours, and no one could
still be employes without the record
e found thla charge, confessed that he murn
DON J. RANKIN & (XX
of a day in college who will rise to trainmen and conductors on the
who knew anything of his move dered the girl Missen.
is
In
kept
and
Louisiana
Texas
be
lines
top,
men
some
INSURANCE, REAL. BST.
can't
FIRE
the
during
ments
time.
this
The Newa No pure rus cough
But the fact remains that mminent. For several days the men
dowa.
LOANS.
by
counsel
the
called
evidence
The
technical training is what a railroad have been voting on the proposition for his defense that he was In the laws would be needed, If all cough
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Standard Plumbing & Heating Go
of the summit of high cliffs on the coast Cure.
1m Orange
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adapt himself. First he is rodman
Sold by all druggists.
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay, .
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gineer or In the construction branch hand car Sunday and fell a distance
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Grain and Fuel.
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of the department.
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and Clgara. Place your orders fa
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shadow of gloom
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DENVER & RIO GRANDE
Ship Island railroad says his comEMIL K.LIENWORT
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It was 5 feet to the bottom,
a
He blames confinement
h Intricacies of shifting, how to tagonism hua subsided.
to all women at the windlass had to be rigged. Soonandthe through the
and child. This scientific liniment is a god-sen- d
keen car records, to manipulate Big' much of It on the president.
fertile San Luis valfather was going down with a load
of their most critical trial. Not only does Mother's . Friend on
ley; also to the San Juan country
nals, to classify cars, and to do
The strike of Toledo. Peoria and time
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Brakeman Rathburn had the misto some stretch of the line. He fortune to injure his thumb Tuesday SoTdbyS aU druggets at
Albuquerque. Telephone No.
HmUVL
sobbing man gathered him Up.
S. K. HOOPER,
watches steel railB and learns to tell at Lamy whilo unloading a barrel of
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when they are us they should
$l.oo per bottle. Book
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supervisor:
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fledced
the eradea of assistant engineer and
superintendent.
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man gets to be a superintendent he
m
has qualified as a railroad expert.
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Apint'iiliocV Four Year
('our.
For the college man trained as nie
I'hnnieal engineer there is a special
course at Altoona. He becomes a
"special apprentice," an distinguished
from the regular apprentices who
XC
The "special
have had no training.
apprentice" Is put through a four H
years' course the like of which Is not H
to be found anywhere - else. He goes
U
through
the shows- boiler, blackMexico
Railroad Metropolis of
smith, wheel, car. tank, ami all the
HELEN IS SI MILKS SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
rest. I'art of the time Is spent In
AM- FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AXD
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N. M . AT THIS JUNCTION OP THE MAIN LINE OF
Located on Belen Cut-o- ff of
the draughting room and part In the
testing room. Three months the railTHE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
l i:i:i(.MT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE W1U- - GO
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trained man who Is ready to work
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Newton and
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the work on the section of track on
either aide of Garden City, says the
For this
Garden City Telegraph.
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was recently sniped Into thla station
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MEN'S BOX CALF SHOES

EVENING CITIOT.
OF

COUNCIL

ARE OVERWHELMED

W K ATI I Kit I "OHIX' AST.
Iienver. Colo.. March 14. Fair to
nlRht and Friday; warmer north an
cast portions.
J. W. Tailor of Sum I'crtro Is In the
city.
K. M. t'lurk of Sun Antonio. N M.
Is In the city.
Onirics PiuiiKPstcr of I.ns AnKeles
Is In town.
lee llcinharrit of St. Louis came In
last night.
I,. 10. Duvall of K.ilon in transacting
business In the city.
J. K. Mclntlre of St. Joe. Mo., is Ii
town for a few days.
Mrs, K. M. Leet of iiiumIi.i. N'eb.
Is a tourist in the clly.
J. 11. Case of lintdfiird. I'.i.. In r
istered nt the Alvarado.
William Stanley of Kl 1'nso rutin in
last night for a few days stay.
James Lucas of (Vrrillns. N. M., i
a business visitor to the city today.
T. H. Mack of Indianapolis, Ind
is a tourist in the city.
X. A. Spruce of Chicago is a tourist
In the city for a few days.
J. Hussaril of Denver came in last
night on a business mission.
Attorney Klmer r;.
eeiier of Las
Vegas is a business visitor to the city
today.
William Mean, a railroad man out
of Kansas City, Is registered at the
( 'riilge.
V. Stern gf Kansas City cine in
last night and will remain In
city
over today.
The regular meeting of the W
man's club will be held tomorrow aft
ernoon at J:30.
J. M. Harrison anil Trainmaster P.
Ilijdey. both of San Marciat, came In
last night and will remain over the

BY

COMMUNICATIONS

INTERN ATTONATf TAH
FOOT
HEM El) V. TO KEEP EEET IN
UMM CONDITION, FOIl SOKE Oil
NAII,
TEMEH FEET,
Foil
Wni'MW, Hill SCIIATCIIS, Foil
Tllltl SII, Foil CORNS, FOR QUAR-

OPENING DISPLAY

TER ('HACKS, FOR CONTRACTED
FEET.
ALIi KINDS OF GUARANTEED REMEDIES FOIl STOCK.
E. W. FEE,
01 HOtTII FIRST ST.
PHONE 1.

A
i!.iWITI1
I.,N.,Tf?

NOTICE THE EXTRAORDINARY

(Continued from Page One.)

lOW PRICES ONOL'RVP-TO-DATMILLINERY.
SEE WINDOW
passed PLAYS AT U KEMPEMClI8.

raKMlYO OF PRIDE THAT AVE CALL TOUR AT.
?Vtt I,WT IIS"'AY OF KPRINO SUITS ON SHOW

?v IT.

E

DIS-

definitely and a substitute bill
the house. Tbls Is a bill relating to
transportation of dynamite and other
orn assortments
explosives.
LATEST IN SPRING AND SI MMER
House bill Nn. 129, relative to side- GOODS FOIl LADIES, GENTLEMEN,
walks In cities and towns, passed the MISSES, HOYS AND INFANTS ARE
We have Just received a line of Cox
iiiiuse.
ALMOST COMPLETE.
House bill No. 13 7, an act relating
L. KEMPENICII.
Calf shoos that will Interest you If
to boarding prisoners, which provides
01 " m'SISEBS. THESE GOODS
ARE
ma i county commissioners when ne
.fA-;i'y.ICU,V MAI,K GOODS ON EARTH
Mls Plillbrlck's Klixlrrgnrtcn
you nie looklnff for a solid shoe at 'a
AKF
MniW
eessary shall make a special levy for is now located In the Woman's club
IN PRICE THAN MOST OF
Tin" lilt. II (LASS LINES.
purpose,
WE
mat
OlOTE THESE SUITS AT $18.0,
passed the house.
building, 614 West Gold avenue. Now
moderate price. The uppers are cut
9i!0.00, AND UP TO $28.00.
House bill No. 1. by Speaker Haca pupils will be received nt any time
of full slock, soft, genuine box calf
aim iv c. Abbott of Santa Fe. which during the remainder of this month.
provides for the paving of the walks
ii ii I take a good
polish.
vamps
The
in me plain, and on other special
LADIES, YOU ARE CORDIALLY
streets
in the city or Santa Fe by pen INVITED TO VISIT OUR STORE
nri' full length, not pieced together
Itentlary brick, passed the house.
AND INSPECT OUH MILLINERY
House bill No. 63, by Ruppe, an act DISPLAY.
miller the toe cap. They have well
relative to maintenance
of pdlice
Ii. KEMPENICII.
IN OTHER MAKES ARE ALSO IN EVIDENCE IN
rorces in unincorporated county seats.
DIPIiAT
wearing single miles, one piece
RELIARLE SUITS, WHICH WE ( IT A 1 1 N TE E, C NOl'll
was tamed indefinitely on
recom
I IA DAT
$12. $11. AND 916 PER SUIT. THEY ARE UP TO I BF
meudation of the committee.
VTF WHLIi
counters and innersoles and
FITTING,
WELL
MADE
AND OF RELIABLE STUFF
House bill No. 62, relative to the
fees of the secretary of the territory, Genuine American
are stitched with extra strong thread.
block, pep
was referred to the committee on fton
$6.50
They are made over good lasts and we
inance on recommendation
of the Ccrrlllos Lump
Sft.fio
NEW LINE OF BOYS' CLOTHING
committee on corporations.
Anthracite Nnt
have them with plain or cap toes.
S8.80
I he same was true of house bill No.
Anthracite
mixed
4Ti, which Is a bill relative
$9.00
to the
WE HAVE PIT IN A NEW LINE OV ROYS' AND vnnvn urnwn
Price only
$2.23
fees to be paid by corporations UDon Anthracite, stove .and . furnace
SUITS WHICH Wl CLAIM TO RE THE REST VALUES
incorporate g.
sizes
$0.50
kvrii
OFFERED IN THIS CITY. SCHOOL SUITS AT 91. 93. AND
96
House bill No. 173. which nrovile! Clean Gaa Coke
$6.00
WHICH
ARE
ABSOLUTELY
RIGHT.
ALSO
SOME
STYI ISIf
for a bond Issue of $30,000 for the
WOOD.
YOUTH'S SUITS AT 914, OF WHICH WE ARE PAimcULAiaT
erection of three armories one each Green 51111 Wood, per load. .. .$3.25
PROUD.
at Silver City, Las Cruces and Santa
Fe which was Introduced
In
the
W.
&
house by Abbott, of Sunta Fe, and
favorably reported by the commit
Both Phones.
tee of militia. Passed the house.
The chief clerk of the council re
ported that the council had parsed
-120 S.
council bill No. 106, relative to the
Coffee
payment of the first year's, expenses
day.
in new counties.
This hill was taken 10 lbs. Nice Extracted Honey for
Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees
H. H. Ward, of the Albunuerou
up under suspension of the rules,
$1.00.
by Postal.
grocery,
Is
enjoying
a
Cash
visit from read In full and passed, upon motion W. P. Allen, Order
Packages, 25c and 35c per lb. I
Una, 85c.
Box
202,
Albuquerque.
iJray,
an
Nl
old
J.
friend
from
lr. Falls.
of Mlrabal.
I
It provides that the
1 lb. tins, 45c.
.tins, $1.00.
agara
County commissioners In new coun
Mr. and Mrs. James Kurn are In tics may make a levy not to exceed
Capitol Coffee
the city from Lns Vegas. Mr. Kurn three and one-humills to ptiy the
Is superintendent of the New Mexico ttrst year's current expenses of said
tucket, with premium,
Golden Gate c off
division of the Santa Fe.
counties.
til
tins, 40c.
11.00.
House bill No. 143, relative to lied
Habbl Jacob Kaolin, formerly
tins, 80c.
dlers'
licenses,
passed
the
house.
Temple Albert, this city, bus accepted
Something unlaue nothlns like It In th ritv Tr
House bill No. 117, an act to revive
can.
a call to one of the Hebrew emigre
certain sections of the compiled laws
BuiK coffee, zoo to 40c
gallons at Jackson, Miss.
to community land granH,
Mr. and Mrs. William Oillman. of relative
passed
115-11- 7
Los Angeles, Cal., are In the city on speth. the house on motion of Hud
a visit to their daughter and son, Mrs.
Between Railroad and Copp.r Ave., Tel. 74
House bill No. 188. relative ti
M. IS ash and Carl Gillman.
building of street crossings, passed
County
Surveyor
XV.
re
Ross
has
Pitt
GEO.
the house.
HICKOX
T. T. MAYXARD
turned to the city from a visit to the
Council bill No. 70, which provides
great salt lake In western Socorro for the condemnation of lands accounty. He says that the lake Is a cording to law to permit railroads U
phenomenon.
extend their lines, build switches, ter
HICKOX-MAYNAR- D
The Woman's Horns and Forelg.i initial facilities, etc., passed the hou-Missionary society of the Presbyterian wiuiout opposition.
STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES
bill No. 111. which extends
church will meet with Mrs. J. F theHouse
time for building a public library
Brown, 112 North Walter street, to
NEW
MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
In .Santa Fe by the Woman's board of
SADDLERY
HARNESS
morrow afternoon, at 2:30 o'clock.
wammmmmmmmmmammmamamammmmm
Theodore Munstermann fell down trade from four to six years, passed
tne
house.
the stairs over the First National
House bill No. 06. the original bill
bank before noon today and landed
AGENTS rOR
Send in
fixing the time for holding court
Watches for Repairs
with great violence, on the cement for
In
the First Judicial district, and for
pavement on Gold avenue, severely
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery
which a substitute
had previously
bruising his face.
Dr. Chas. A. Payne, of Milwaukee, been passed, was tabled Indefinitely.
THE ARCH FRONT
House bill No. 175, by the Judiciary
delighted a large audience at the First
SOOTH SECOND ST.
John Deere Plows and Implements
an act to repeal section
Methodist church last night with the committee,
16.
80,
thirtychapter
acts
of the
story of his "Rambles Through Eur
ope." Dr. Payne, with the help of third legislative assembly, to harj McCormick Mowers and Repairs
Winona Wagons
parts
of
monize
certain
the compiled
stereoptlcon.
his
has the faculty of taws
relative to the oltlce of solicitor
putting the audience In his place and general,
passed the house on motion
making them understand the wonders
of Hudspeth.
he has seen.
House bill No. 121. extending the
A horse belonging to the H. R
season ror Killing turtle doves and
company,
Schuster
Transfer
and
Fotfrth and Railroad Avenue
the house.
hitched to one of the company's wag- quail, passed jNo.
127, relative to stray
House bill
ons, fell at the corner of Railroad
was
animals,
tabled indefinitely, on
avenue and Second street this morning and was unable to regain its feet motion of Mr. Beach.
At this Juncture the house hal
until the harness had been stripped some
fun with Mr. Abbott, of Colfax.
from it. No damage resulted from
gentleman, who Introduced the
That
the accident.
Count P. Corte, who came to Albu- bill, was evidently asleep when It was
querque Wednesday and who was to read the third tune and made no mo- After the
have remained In the city for two or ion to have it passed.
had been tabled, Mr. Hudspeth
three days, was unexpectedly called hill
laughingly
was very
It
remarked
that
to Denver Inst night and left on the
to deal so summarily with tho
liver for that city. Dr. Macamull. of unfair
without giving the gentleman
the local consulate, stated this morn- bill
Mr.
ing that the count expressed his re- from Colfax a chance to talk.
Abbott
thereupon
M.
woke up.
grets at not being able to see more
Reach
In
view
stated
of
fai:t
that
the
"f the city, but that he would return
that the gentleman from Colfax hal
in May for a more protracted visit.
been allowed to talk on the bill,
When A. W. Hayden went to his not
stable nt 10 o'clock last night he he would inuke a motion to recon
sider
the vote.
The motion pre
found his gray mare turned around
d .should bemnde
to beprorrfrlyprepnr-Mr. Abbott, after inquiring
In her stall with a rope around her vailed.
in a Mnuui-'if- ,
Hownian Cuafing DUIi.
Always rr.v'y, nu worr iuk nlKint firc.
neck and n man standing
In
the what the bill was about, moved that
('. .iplyn lautc'.i.auil iua
few tuiuulo
manger. This was the scene which it be passed, and the motion prevailed
tl'.e
greeted Mr. Hayden when he turned by unanimous vote of the house.
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surance.
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"When Walk-OveKo on Shoe Troubles go off"
tremendous amount of money that is being sent out of New
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The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
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fore he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
, The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
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Harvesting Machinery
.Not Made by the Trust

Chafing Dish
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Albuquerque Hardware
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Home Insurance the Best
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The Home of the

The best leather for hard service
in the

is used

Shoe.

It stands
the test for railroad work and lumbering
better than all other brands.

R.R.

$3.50 and $4.00
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Oxfords or high cuts as you may choose
A trial will convince you that you should always wear Walk-Over-

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

Guarant.to

ROSENFIEID'S,
s
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Address Home Office,

W. R. R. Ave.

Occidental Life Insurance Company

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

A L BUQUERQUE,IN. AT.

A1 THK
COLOMBO HAIL DANCING SCHOOL
'
Admlssloa 50c
ladies Free
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